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WEEKLY KENTUCKY-.NEW ERA.
-.rib $1.00 A YEAR. IIOPKINTSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY. KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, 'JANUARY 24. 1890. VOLUME XX. NO. 30
01111111111
HERE WE ARE
A Nnt for hvelikly!
We want to Reduc our Immense qtock of Dress
Coods. Cloaks, Blankets Underwear.
”osiery. Flannel,. Jeans and Yarns.
We have kicked out Cie bottom in priees as we dont want a single dol-
lar's worth of winter stork in the spring. and in order to carry out our plans
se Nave this day begun to eut priers, lied will eontinue this throughout the
reason. We are fully determined leo to carry over a single pair of heavy
hoots if they have to be sold for Ieee than cost. Our stock of Strible•es
Shoes, Hocker's Roots aud
TH 1104abld Dunn Shoe
Will be found complete at al times anti priees the lowest. Our $2 Custeni
Shoe, the beet in the world for the money can always be found at our heave
in all sizes. The largeet aud cheapest liue of Carpets, Rugs aud Oilcloths to
be found iu the city. All our clothing go for less than cost to close It out.
As times are hard and money thin
Our "little card" now comes in.
One of theist. tickets given with every dollar's worth of goods you purchase
for CASH.
8 Tickets gives'you a Silver-Plated Sugsr Shell worth .. $1 00
10 Tickets givee you allutter Knife worth    1 25
12 Tickets gives you a`Mtew style lace pin worth  1 50
24 Tickets gives,you a set of Roger's Teaspoons worth   3 00
35 Tickets gives you a set uf Roger's Knives worth  3 75
34 Ticket's gives you a eet of Roger's Forks worth  3 75
50 Ticketa gives you a set of Roger's Tablespoone worth.. 6 00
100 Tickets gives you an elegant Walnut Eight Day Clock
Plesee come and see the goods, .d show this ticket to your friends. We
give choice of anything iu i•er well-assorted Jewelry Department.
Jon es az Co.
Bargains, Bargains.
fartia SAO For Tie Next 30 Days.
Ta Order tz, e Room tt_ r Spring Goods! -
Prides garuicss of Cost.
W Nof BE UNDASOLD ANYBODY!
MORRIS COHEN,
Sh7er's Corner - - - Hrpkinsville, lEv
BRYANT to STRATTON BUSINESS COLLEGE
K.""". Ah.et "4". r"*.'"4" 'LOUISVILLE,KY.Writs for Cotalovwe darkd 1.4foroneutiow.
_ _ _ _ _ _
ROGERS N, ELGIN
Took the :ead in
lEt IT G. 63.
A glance at their large and tine areortment of HOLIDAY GOODS atill
nvince you they are also leader. in that line. Teeir prices defy competi-
n. Calsrd • ea mine for yourself.
Caidwell & Randle
Galvanized Iron, Cornice, Window Gaps,
Deal Tia Sine 11! Ctd Cotshie Work A Sp3.;ialti.
-AND 1,,,,,,.E118
Tinware, Glassware, Quevnsware, :3utlery and Lamps.
NINTICSTR ET HOPKINNVILLE.KY
ssiesr -sr•-•saisesiesio-
UFACTURERS OF-
Robt. Wooidridge,
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE STABLE,
NINTH STREET NEAR DEPOT, HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
Sale horses and elegant turnouts.
solietted.
ClirA leo orders taken for
Patronage of Commercial travelers
T. n. ilexcocx. C. It HALLE' J. T. EDW A R 1,31 W . I. FRASER
Hancock/ Hallums & Co.,
-PROPRIETORS.
GRACEY TOBACCO WAREHOUSE
Fren.n._
Spcial Attention F aid to Sampling and Selling Tobacco
LIBERAL ADVANCES MADE ON CONSIGNMENT.
T. R. HANCOCK, Saleman. W. J. ELY Book-Keeper
Excelsior PlaningMills
WagonANDFactory.
We wish to call especial attention of farmers to the following specie
lines of goods which we intend to sell at the lowest possible price. All
Guarntood to be First-C1Fiss.
.1 Empire Fertilizer Wheat Drills,
Empire Plain Whe.t Drills,
Kentucky Wheat Drills,
McSherry Wheat Drills,
Bugggies,
Phaetons,
Road Carts,
Binders,
Homestead Fertilizers,
Model of Good Fertilizers,
Bone Meal,
Buggy and Wagon Harness,
Cl'ourez Disc Harrows,
Iron Duke Harrows,
Keystone Harrows,
Builders and Farmers Hardware,
White Lead,
Linseed Oil,
Mixed Paint,
Paint Brusher, Fire Brick.
We are the autliorized agents for the celebrated
Sash,
Doors,
Blinds,
Mouldings,
Brackets,
Lime,
Hair,
Cement,
Mowers,
Threshers,
Engines
E117111 HILIM'S MED 11111.
' We most cordially inviteyou toc
M )it R espectfu
lly,all and
FORBES ift BRO
Evory
Slioeil have A:cces r • •
I! sateen theus:P:.11 f
ill CIA1111t.
tt 'looping Cough, and Sore Theo.:L.
".‘iter an extensive praetie• ct nearly
op--t!drd of a er's Cherry
Pectoral is my chre for ro eta colds and
,-o•leha. I pres. r.,"• it, and believe it
r!.e ..! hest expectorant now
to 
- Dr. John C.
West Dridgewatcr, Pa.
• • sirs ago A ye r 's C I rry Pee-
. • 1 ne• bt irtlinisi after the hest
•• .1-11; failed IA. t•I Ye hie le-
A Iew eeks h."111...! agAID
M all the disease, was
;
R e ieved By
rf•T! ; I e.1.-elly effer tliie
.•,.• .%. tar t;t of all similarly
• E•litorilegas,
r rifnetea with cohle.
• •. sore 1:1r, a1. or troop, I do noti.f oedy which will give
• .1i f I him Ay••r's Cherry
1..und it. aise. invalu-
, !is cl.,,`1 lu cough."
.1 !A.% • Y 12.:!. Washington street,
I.. •:. a. Nato.
" Ayer's Cherry Pectoral has proved
reinarkahly effective in croup and is
oivalealde RS a family tuetliciue." -
LuyaeL. Chicopee Falls, Mass. •
Ck.e.rry Pectoral,
PRErARED BY
Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold be Druggists. Friss $1 ; els ImAllas,1101.
ott'sPills
Thedyspeptie. tile debilitated. els stk.
or from excess of work of naiad er
body, drink or exposure tss
Malarial Regions,
will find Tatt's Ft 1.• the most genial
restorative ever offered the nut feria4g
1121 alld.
Try Them Fairly.
A vigorous bod y. pare blood. strong
wars es and cheerful m ind so ill result.
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
unprecedented Attraction!oVER A MILLION DISTRIBUTED.
LoPittana tote Lottery Comp y.
Incorporated by the Legislature in less, for
Educational and Charitable purposes, and Its
franchise made a part of the present State
Conetitution, In Int, by an overwhelming
popular vote.
Ita MAMMOTH DRAWINGS take place
feemi-Annually, anc: December., andita GRAND SINGLE N UNI HER DRAW-
INGS take place in each of theother tell
month% of the year. and nre nildrawn In
public., at the Academy of Munic.New Or-
lean., La.
FAMED FOR TWENTY YEARS,
For Integrity of its Drawing., and
Prompt Payment of Prizes,
Attested as follow.:
-We do hereby certify that we nupervine the
arrangements for all the n iiiii thly and Semi-
A b n mil Draw Ingn of The Lou isiuna State IAA-
tery Company, and in penson illaDaltoi and
control the Drawings themselves, and that
the name are conducted with honesty. fair-
liens, and in good faith toward all parties, and
we authorise the Company to use this certifi-
cate, with fee-similes of our .ilemiteres at-
tached in its advertisemente."
Affee-t-5
Commissioner&
We the undernigned Banks and Blinkers
will pay all Prizes drawn In The Louisiana
State Lotteries' which may be presented at
our counters.
R. N. WALIIIRLET, Pres. Louisiana Nat. Bk.
PIERRE LAN Si'X, Pres. state Nat'l Bk.
A. BALDWIN, Pres. New Orleans Nat•I Bk.
CARL KOHN, Pres. Union National Bank.
Grand Monthly Drawing,
At the Academy of Music. New Orleans,
Tuesday, Februar3 11. Isto.
CAPITAL PRIZE $300.000.
100,000 Tickets at 120; Halve. 810; Quarters
$5; Tenth. r2; Twentieths $1.
LIST OF PRIZES.
I PRIZE OF V100.000 is .... • S:0111.OrIO1 " of mere is. 
 
tisanes
1 " of :i0,000 514000
1 " or 2:4IXIO 2.5,000
2 PRIZES of MAIO are . 1.11.000
" of ease are . 2:4000
25 " of 1,010 are
100 " of Fi00 are. . :0.000
200 " of 3110 are  60,000
SOO " of 200 are .. 1010,000
APPROXIMATION PRIZES.
100 Prises of 1500 are . 50,000
100 " of ti00 are . 30.800
1110 " of 3IX) are 20,000
TERMINAL PRIZES.900 " are ........... . 9100°999 " 100 are . . 149,91711
5,134 Prize*, amounting to $1,054,110n
Xi/TR.-Tickets drawing 'Awl tal Prizes are
not entitled to terminal Prizes..
AGENTS WANTED.
Mr FOR CLIVR RATES, or any further in-
formation desired, write legibly to the under-
signed, clearly stating your residence, with
State, Comity, Street and Number. More
rapid return mall delivery will Le ioaured by
your enclosing n Envelope bearing your full
add resin.
IMPORTANT.
Addrees M. A. DAUPHIN.
New Orleans, La.,
or M. A. DA
Washington, D. C.
By ordlnory letter, contaiding Money Order
Issued by all F.xpress C pante.. New York
Exchange, Draft or Poetal Note.
ADDRESS REGISTERED LETTERS I ONTAIN-
150 CI'lltRICNCY TO
NEW ORLEANS NATIONAL BANK,
New Orleans, Le.
"REM F.M BR, that the payment of PrIzeinis GUARANTEED BY FOl'it NATIONAL
BANKS of New Orleans, end theTickete are
signed by the Prenident of all institntion,
whose chartered right. are recognized In the
highest Courts: therefore, bewareof all Imita-
tions or anonymous schemes."
ONE DOLLAR Is the price of the smallest
part or fraction of a Ticket ISSUED BY I'S
In any Drawing. Anything In our name of-
ferred for less than lk.11ar lea swindle.
BUSINESS EDUCATION.
Oi' Kentucky University, LEXINGTON, KY.
ts. wt. Corner 911.tin and UTTER Streets,
opposite irourt Heiser.
WILBUR R. SMITH. PRESIDENT.
eze eliespent. Beet sod Highest assered Colleges
y w W g • t. 1,-, .1.1;014
Medal sad Diplome tot Hu., 1st F. eper•Iffle..
II, Ws ef Sowli.kermpiww. I r.,.;,1,n• esorral 111010116.6
tdsooko. Newly 1..5 Aotlents •ttestsse. pm, test,
from M Swore as. PAM.. reentries 111,11•11 Greodeustee
Is Bombe... 13 Tesehtt. ent-tot Re•Inew (sow.,
el no. k••••%ilf1.. RLIA•••• eilt.TINtte Prernlnebip, raveserelal
R•se Ise ninf . Nast Wearies,
Pr.41••. Cer,•pesolesee. ow.
Coot ar.it **knee. Course 104441. felt.. Itmtaleer7
le•wt I.. a I r.. nl:r ebeet •horit-RIAN41. Typo
Wrath., •bol TelfigiMpley ••• opewlisitle.; Imre epeeiai
r•••e• and ran be tat.. •Athe eith the s•s....
.i•p•It.Nne NA IteIt PrIeetOel
nor,t, Ay., el rge.e.nr Reet- 11s ea- Rad-
• • t •P Prent•r.shthwhe• trams athr.•,86 per moll W.
renege ts• atter IlteleeT• re.ely.. on PM, es,
nest. r trimmest. ••• m most* sItS Reties. Dem
Motto ter s ekes, &ally esm to taw Cell.. •••••
r4,..4.ered oeseewfsl. Cyr sosors
Aldoom Illirrii. Proct, Lealogeos. KS.
DR. RICE,
FOr IS years At 37 C.Jurt Place, nor 5:
322 Market Street, bouistilay
Bet. Third sad Feurth,
A repoletrey olloosond sal leomIty quell.. pew... sad Ill
Me. •WWW1161. lete preettoto.111_1teet
fff %ring
1111d sikElLvia
riaistorrhea and Impotency,
So the moult of met( seethe im youth, vexeel ether. l• me-
te. roan or ealor ...thee, sad predeswi ease of tbe feb
Weise odocso eareeweeee. Sesel•al imiewiess. (Mg* inele.
dome et Inane. MAIM.. or alglet, Delbettve llemery. Ploy.
OA. eutiAa• no race, • •eretere Pee., MYeseeles
Casten. • r 14ess, toss of aemal Is.ser resderl..
imar,agr inyroper sr •Ith•Opy, aro thereegbly •••
•••,,Y sypHIL eg ;Astutely eurol stul es-
Ural ije• Gonorrkea,GLEET, Orebnth t. (or
fil-4 mud Alter pri•aW dlemstre quktly corgi
It ts Air...West Met spay etste• obi. pew metal stleett.
se • .erte15 etas. of asease. mol treating tlessmetto soots
telly &swine. vost Plerdelem It•o•the thlo fut efts*
pewees te my our. Wle. It le I. eown.ent te
elstt the oft, tor trestmest. soettlelses Os.nn pr.. Moll
soct safely by moll of norms •nyoboro.
Cares Guaranteed. in all Cases
undertaken.( • p.rthatelle sr be Misr trot sod Irieltot
C•1,11W6 re•••••148 et.4 eurreepeiede••• eLlictlf 11.4414461.1.
•
PRIVATE Camara-on
0,120 norm oral to soy oddroa, Disarray ...WC Or *logy
op) F.,. be res. by sal. •thlrese as • ber
tnin • l.'s. 2 r.
A SEA COON'S LIFE.
Trials C; Dealing with a Land
Lubber Stove.
LOC, ROOK OF PRENTICE MULFORD
He Qualities by Slaking RN Irish Stew.
the Only 10P1.1. De Could Make-- Vessel
"In a Stew" r Weeks-Pir•--DutE
Pluto Dui!, _Plain Duff-My Duff.
18139, by the Author!
V.
SIIIPPED as
cook and stew-
ard of the schoon-
er Henry, bound
front San Fran-
cisco for a whal-
ing, sealing. aba-
lone curing and
general -pick up" voyage along the
Lower Californian coast. My acceptance
taz asok was based on the production of an
Irish stew which I cooked for the cap-
tain and mate while the Henry was
above down" on tlie beach at North point,
and undergoing, the process of cleaning
her Woos' of barnacles. I can't recol-
kat at this lapse of time where I learned
to cook an Irish stew. I will add that it
was all 1 could cook-positively all-and
with this aetounding capital of culinary
ignorance I ventured down upon the
ereat deep to do the maritime house-
work for twenty great men.
When we were fairly afloat and the
Farallones were out of sight, my fearful
incapacity for the duties of the position
becam7sariparent. Besides, I was dread-
fully seasick, and so remained for two
weeks. Yet I cooked. It was purgatory,
not only for myself, but all hands.
There was a geueral howl of execration
forward anti aft at my bread. my lob-
scouse, my tea. my coffee, my beef, my
beans. iny cake, my pies. Why the cap-
tain continued cue in the position, why
they didn't throw me overboard, Why I
was not beaten to a jelly for my contin-
ued culinary failures, is for me to this
day one of the great mysteries of my ex-
istence. We were away nearly ten
months. I was three months learning
my trade. The sufferings of time crew
during those three months were fearful.
They had to cat my failures or starve.
"Several times it was intimated to me by
the under ollle••es that I bad better re-
sign and go ••forard" as one ee the crew.
I would net. 1 perseverse at the ex-
pense of many a pound of sr-Q.1 flour. 1
conquered and returned a seesind class
sea cook.
The Henry nes a small vessel-the
dock was a clutter of whaling gear.
Where my galley or sea Litehen should
have been stood the try worhs for is)il-
ing blubber. They shoved me around
anywhere. Sometimes 1 was moved to
the starboard side. sometimes to the lar-
board, sometimes when cutting in a
whale way astern. I expecttel crentu-
ally to be hoisted intoone (if tle• topmand
cook aloft. Any well reeulated gallt•y is
elaced arnidshipe, where there is the
feast motion This is an important con-
sideration for a sea cote:. At best he is
often obliged to make his soup like an
acrobat, half on his head and half on his
heels. and with the roof of I.is unsteady
kitchen trying to become time floor. My
stove was not a marine stove. It had no
rail. around the edges to guard the pots
and kettles front falling off during extra
lurches.
The Henry was a meet uneasy craft,
and always getting up extra lurchee or
else trying to stand on her head or stern.
Therefore, as she flew up high astern
when I was located in that quarter, she
has in more than one instance flung nie
bodily, in an ungearded moment, out of
that galley door and over teat quarter
deck, while a hoseof kettles, covers and
other culinary utensils rushed with clang
and clatter out after me and with me as
their commander at their head. We all
eventually terminated in the scuppers.
I will not, as usual, say -lee scuppers."
Any scupper was a lee scupper on that
infernal vestal. I endeavored to remedy
the lack of a rail about this stove by a
system of wires attaching both pots and
lids to the galley ceiling. I "guyed"
my chief culinary utensils. Still during
furious oscillations of the boat the pots
would roll off their holes, and, though
prevented from falling, some of them as
suspended by these wires would swing
like so many pendulums. around and to
and fro over the area of that stove.
That was the busiest year of iny life.
I was the first one up in the morning.
and the last, save the watch, to turn in
at night. In this dry goods box of a
kitchen I had daily to prepare a break-
fast for seven men in the cabin, and
another for eleven in the forecastle: a
dinner for the cabin and another for the
forecastle; likewise supper for the same.
It was uly business to set the aristocratic
cabin table, clear it off and wash the
dishes three time, daily. I had to serve
out the tea and coffee to the eleven men
forward. The cabin expected hot bis-
cuit for breakfast, and frequently pie
end pudding for dinner. Above all men
must alie sea cook not only have a place
for everything and everything in its
place, but he must have everything
sleeted and wedged in its elace. You
auto wasu tip your tea tli;ngs, m we-
Dines healing on to the deck with sour
toes. anil the washtub with one hand,
and wedging each plate, so soon as
wiped. into a corner, so that it slide
not away an.I smash. And even
thesi the entire dish wa.shing ap-
traratus, yourself included, elides
gently across else deck to leeward You
ain't leave a fork, or a stove cover, OT lid
lifter lying about indifferently but what
it setae and sneaks away with the roll of
Ole vessel to some secret crevice. and is
long lost. When your best dinner is
cooked in rough weather, it is a time of
trial, terror and tribulation to bestow it
aafely on the cabin table. You must
harbor your kindling and matches as sa-
credly its the ancients kepi their house-
hold gals, for if not. on stormy morn-
ings, with the drift flying over the deck
and everything wet and clammy with
the water surcharged air of the sea, your
breakfast will be hours late through ina-
bility to kindle a fire, whereat the cook
catches it from that potentate of the sea,
"the old man," and all the mates raise
their voices and cry with empty stom-
achs, "Let him be accureed."
One great trial with me lay In time dif-
ficulty of distinguishing fresh water
'from salt-1 mean by the eye. We sea
mike use salt water to boil beef and po-
tatoes in: or rather to boil beef and pork
and staain the potatoes. So I usually
had a pail of salt water and one of fresh
standing by the galley door. Sometimes
these got mixed up. I always found
this out after making salt water coffee,
but then it was too late. They were
particular, especially in the cabin, and
did not like salt water coffee- On any
strictly disciplined vessel the cook, for
such an offense, would have been com-
pelled to drink a quart or so of his own
coffee, but some merciful cherub aloft
always interfered and got me out of bad
scrapes. Another annoyance was the lees
of spoons and forks thrown accidentally
overbeard as I flung away my soup and
grease clouded dishwater. It was in-
deed bitter when, as occupied in these
daily washings, I allowed my mind to
drift to other and brighter scenes, to sea
the glitter of a spoon or fork in the air
reflect that already Calera were not en. nigh
te go around, or forks either.
Our storeroom was the cabin. Among
other articles there was a keg of molasses.
One evening after draining a quantity I
neglected to close the faucet tightly.
Nfolasses, therefore, oozed over the cabin
floor all night. The cabin was a freeliet
of molase.es. Very early in the morning
the captain, gettiiag out of his bunk,
jumped both stockinged feet into the
saccharine deluge. Some men will
ssvear as vigorous:y in a foot-bath of mo-
lasses as they would in one of coal-tar.
Ile did. It was a very black day for.me,
and life generally seemed joyless and un-
inviting; but I cooked on.
The Henry was full of mice. These
little creatures would obtrudethemselves
in my dough wet up for fresh bread oi er
night, Lecome bemired and die therein
Once a mouse thus dead was unt•on•
sciously rolled up in a biscuit, baked with
it, and served smoking hot for the morn-
ing's meal aft. It was, as it were, an in-
voluntary meat pie. Of course the eabin
grumbled; but they would grumble at
anything. They were as particular about
their food es an habitue of Delmonico's
I wish now at times I had saved that bis-
cuit to add to my collection of odds and
endibles. Still even the biscuit proved
but an episode in my career. I cooked
on, and those I served stood aghast, not
knoeing what wouldcome next.
After five months of self training I
graduated on pies. I studied and
wrought out the rradriug of pies unapt-
eisted and untaught Mine were sea
mince pies; material, salt beef soaked to
freshnees and boiled tender, dried apple,
and molassies. The cabin pronounced
Meru good. This was one of the few
feathers in my culinary cap. Of couree.
their goodness was relative. On shore
such a pie would be scorned. But on a
lung sea voyage almost any combination
of flour, dried fruit and sugar will pass.
Indeed. the appetite, rendered more vig-
orous and perhaps appreciative by long
deprivation from luxuries. will take not
kindly to dried apples alone. The
changes in the weekly bill of fare at sea
run enmething thus: Sundays and
Thursdays are "duff days:" Tuesday.
bean day; Friday, codfish and potato
day; some vessels have one or two spe-
cial days for pork: salt beef, hardtack,
tea and coffee are fluids and solids to fall
back on every day. I dreaded the mak-
ing of duffs, or flour puddings, to the
end of the voyage. Rarely did I attain
success with thaw.
A sluff is a quantity of flour and yeast,
or yeast powder, mixed, tied up in a bag
and boiled until it Is light. Plum duff
argues the insertion of a quantity of rais-
ins. Plain duff is duff without mains.
But the proper cooking of a duff is
rather a delicate matter. If it boils too
long the flour settles into a hard, putty
like mass, whereunto there is neither
sponginss, lightness, nor that porous-
ness which delights the heart of a cook
when he takes his duff from the seething
caldron. If the duff does not boil long
enough, the interior is still a paste. If
a duff stops boiling for ever so few min-
imal. great damage results. And some-
times duff won't do properly, anyway.
Mine were generally of the hardened
species, and the plums evinced a ten-
deney to hold mass meetings at the bot-
tom. Twice the hands forward rebelled
at my duffs, and their committee ou
culinary grievances bore them aft to the
door of the cabin and deposited them
there unbroken and uneaten for the ••Old
Man's" inspection. Which public dem-
onstration I witnessed from my galley
door, and when the duff deputation had
retired. I emerged, and swiftly and silent-
ly bore that duff away before the Old
Man had finished his dinner below. It is
a hard ordeal time to feel one's self the
subject of such an outbreak of popular
indignation. But my sympathies now
are all with the sailors, A spoiled duff
is a great misfortune in the forecastle of
a whaler. where neither pie nor cake nor
any other delicacy, save Wiled flour and
molasses sauce. come from month', wad
to month's end.
P ILLN TI CZ SI L sosa.
The Governor and t he Judge.
(Rardstown Record.)
The newspapers and politicians
who are favorable to Judge Jaekson
iu his controversy with Gov. Buck-
ner before the Legislature are indulg-
ing in Considerable boeh in their ef-
forts to sustain the Judge. Among
other thinge it is urged in the Matteotti
case that Gov. Buckner pardoned
Cornelison under a state of eireuno
stances exactly identical. It dote'
pot seem to occur to the Judge's
friends that it was the Governor's
prerogative to pardon, but it is not a
Circuit Judge's. Nobody can ques-
tiou the Governor's right to pardon
anybody, while a Circuit Judge never
has that right under any state of cir-
cumstances. The irregularity of this
caee is too patent for defense. The
Record's attention was called to this
particular case by a Bardstown law-
yer weeks before the message ale
imeared, and Judge Jackson himself
openly and awkwardly admits it.
The lawyers of tbe State have also
long Levu aware of the nruthfuleese
of the secoud charge of the ( eiveruor
agalunt the Judge-of remittiug por-
times of fines eestased without all tlior-
ity of law. The law ' governing the
allotment of a percentage of flues to
coml. tinkers, particularly the Com-
mon weal t We Attorney, says a certai u
perceutage of the "fines collected"-
not assemsed-is to be paid. The Jef-
teem') Circuit Court, and perhape
others, have frequently remitted the
flues aesesseil, upou payment of the
Commonwealth's- Attorney's and
Clerka• part.
Whatever the Legislature may do,
or however the pcliticiane or the pa-
pers may be divided, the people of
the State ate with the (lovernor, and
the opposers anti apologists would do
well to "etand from under."
efhen 11;.:or• *ma e• cave her CI stens,
Wseis •os ss. a she cool :or (
sli• Arne :dm., she clue: to ea.toris,
Walla she had Childrita,10-- %see Urns Csotoria
AP-
The Mayor Gets Left.
Denville Advocate..
The Mayor and City Council of
Frankfort have had a round with the
cigarette, as will be seen from the
following: At a ineetigg of the City
Council last night Mayer Taylor eent
iu his veto of the ordinance prohibi-
ting the sale of cigarettes the city.
The Mayor takes the view that the
ordinance attacks the liberty of the
citizen'. and says that the teudency
to the (Need narcotics and stimulants
ineate and Inherent. He claims
that public policy demande that traf-
fic in them ebould be regulated by
law and tempered by public opinion,
but that attempts to prohibit their
use have always proven failures, and
that magi laws spring from a disre-
gard for the rights and wishes of
othere, and by theta the moral tone
of citizenship is lowered. The Couu-
cil, by unanimous vote, passe
ordinance, the objections of the
Mayor to the contrary notwithstand-
ing. The law is approved by nine-
tenths of the citizens.
Bucklers's. Amica el.
The Best Salve el to t mid ow
Cuts, Bruises, Soree aloe. Salt
Rheum, Fevn SCR es
Chapped Hands, Chilenee Csrate
and all Skin Eruptions, eel ea ; • y
cures Piles, or no paY requit I t
guaranteed to give perfect sati t te-
tra'', or money refunded. Price .
cent. per box. For sale by H. B.
or sinking in the deep blue sea,and then to Garner.
THE LEGISLATURE.
What Kentucky s I ii‘s Maker,. Are Do-
ing at Frankel! t.
A Good Many Bilis Introduced In
the House.
FHA K FORT, KY., Jen. 18.-Yester-
day was bill day in the House, and a
large number of bills were offered,
mostly of a local nature.
Mr. Wolking, of Covington, intro-
duced a bill to regulate municipal
elections in his city. It embraces the
provimions of the Wallace election
law of Louisville with all of the pro-
posed amendments.
K REM ER AND TIITEHTEAK ER
Mr. Kremer also introdueed a bill
to incorporate the Louisville Dime
Savings Bank. Speaker Myers or-
dered it referred to the Committee on
Ways and Means, to which Mr. Kre-
mer objected. The Speaker declined
to amend his order, and Mr. Kremer
withdrew the bill and gave it to Sen-
ator McCann to introduve in that
body. The incorporjetars are Abner
Harris, E. B. Baena, T. L. Jefferson,
Frank Von 'lorries, Chloe Bremaker,
M. C. Peter, D. 0. Parr, Otto D••1-
finger, E. A. Hewitt, A. Cornwall, J.
M. Borntraeger, R. J. Browne, Harry
Jefferiton, Samuel Russell anti A. J.
itia'sfsrl Richardeou introduced two bills
which contemplate the abolition of
the Feeble Minded Institute and to
convert it into au arylum for female
lunatics.
Mr. Gay, of Clark, offered a joint
resolution Suspending the payment of
claims of the Eddyville branch peni-
tentiary. Lies over oue day.
Ou motion of Mr. Thomas, of Bour-
bon, two membere were added to the
special committee to investigate the
leesees of convict labor. The present
committee of five, he said, is not suf-
ficiently representative.
Mr. Redwine, of Jackson, introdu-
ced a reeolution inquiring into the
number of pereons receiving the
benefits of the Feeble Minded Insti-
tute, and the cost thereof to the state.
Its spirit is in oppoeition to the In-
stitute. Tie resolution was adopted.
The Committee on Judiciary re-
ported favorably a bill to preveut the
formation of combinat ions or truets
tot the purpone of limiting the pro-
duction or fixing the cost of com-
modities in the Commonwealth. It
is an exact copy of the Missouri stat-
ute on the subject.
Mr. Able, of Louisville, offered an
amendment providing that the pro-
visions of the bill shall uot apply to
producers, wage-workers, etc., who
shall combine for protection on what
i8 ktioW II as the "Rockdale plan."
Tile bill and atneutiment were made
a epeeist order for toonorro.v.
The Committee Oil Itailroade re-
ported favorably the bill to incorpor-
ate the Kinniconuick & Frerstoue
Railroad Company. It is to run
through Lewis, Carter and Rowan
counties and to connect with the C.
& 0. road. The bill passed.
THE MASONIC' TEMPLE CoMPANY's
CHARTER.
The Committee on Charitable In-
stitutious reported favorably, with
arneutiments, the alasonic Temple
Company'e charter. The company
wanted to increasei its capital stock
to 0'00,000. The committee fixed
$150,000 as the limit. It also wanted
to be exempt from past, present anti
future taxes. The committee cut out
past and present taxes, which are iu
litigation, and exempted future taxes
only on the property owned by the
Temple company proper. Shares
owned by individuals are to be taxed.
The bill as untended passed.
Speaker Myers added Henry Mason
and John Laugley to the special com-
mittee on Prismon Investigation.
The resolution of Mr. Moore, in-
structing (7ougress in regard to the
county lawe, was tamed,
The bill to provide a mystem of reg-
istration in Christian county was in-
troduced by Mr. W. M. Smith.
A jlint reeolutiou wae offered for-
bidding the Auditor to issue any war-
rants for work on the Eddyvine
prison during the pending 'Investiga-
tion. It lies over one day.
Mr. Langley offered a joint resolu-
tion, which lies over, directing the
State Treasurer to pay certain out-
staudiug checks of the late Treasurer,
James W. 'fate.
In he !Semite.
In lite Senate, Mr. Englielt, from
the Committee on Internal Improve-
mente, reported favorably the bill to
appropriate $20,000 for a Bureau of
Immigration and Information, and it
web made a special order for next
Tuesday morning at 11 o'rlock.
Reepondiug to the resolation of
Senator Smith, concerning Auditor's
agents, the Auditor this morniug
traneinitted a report showing that
during the past three years there hap
been received from this source $211,-
043. There has been paid in this time
to otli7ematoge.nts commirsions atuouutiug
A
Young Jolimion, S. & B. R. It.:
After trying many remedies, I pro-
isounce 'Oweii'm Pink Mixture' the
beat for teething children." For sale
by all druggist.
A Dangerous Remedy.
The following is clipped front a re-
cent issue of the Cincinuati Couttiler-
eial Gazette, and we give it for what
it is worth: "While you are printing
so much about auti-pyrine," remark-
ed Dr. C. L. Arinetrong, the l'olice
Surgeon, yesterday afternoon, "let
me say, and you may use my name,
if you desire, that it is the most dan-
gerous remedy that can be &itinerate
tered. 1 do not want to brand my-
self a murderer, yet yet it is a fact
that two years ago a patient of mine
died after I had administered anti-
pyrine-only a teu-graiu dose, mind
you-to break a fever. There was no
other cause under heaven for death
save that. Two other cages I had
about the same time in which anti-
pyrine was administered proved fatal,
but death could in these be traced to
other causes. From that day to this
I have refused to piescribe the drug."
"What is the matter? Is anti-py-
rine in any way poisonouit'."'
"Not at all, but it acts so suddenly
in reducing the temperature of the
body that heart failure is very apt to
mete and then there is hardly one
chance in a thousand of restoring the
patient. Of course it does not have
this effect In every case aud many
physicians are prescribing it, still I
would not with my experience do leo
under any consideration."
J. W. Raymond, pastor Presbyter-
ian church at Brownsville, Tenn.,
says: "'Owen's Pink Mixture' wit-
regulate the bowels better than anyl
thing lie ever used. For teething
children it is a most valuable reme-
dy. For sale by all druggiSte.
PARDONED BY THE GOVERNOR.
W. B. Toilipkins, Watt Sentenced
• sr
For lAle, Is Now a Free Man.
FRANKFORT, KY., Jan. 17.-Gov.
Buckner has pardoned W. B. ToMp-
kins, who was sentenced to impris-
onment for life in 14587 front Trigg
comity, for the murder of Sam Purdy.
The crime for which Tompkins was
sentenced was a peculiar oue. Tomp-
kin". anti the man who lie was con-
victed of murdering were railroad
hands, employed on the railroad that
was being built from Princeton to
Charleston, through Trigg county.
They had been engaged together on
'thriller work for eeveral years and
were'great fri -ate They boarded at
the time of Los ...larder, April 4, le87,
at the home of a man uamed May
and occupied a room together down
stairs. Some other railroad men oc-
cupied the room above them.
During the night cries of "murder,"
"help," were heard from the room
occupied by Tompkins or l'urdy. The
otber railroad men rushed down
stairs and found Tompkium standing
in the middle of the floor gasping for
breath. As they entered, Tompkins
gasped: "He's gone out the door."
No trace could he found of any other
person. The door was found closed.
On the bed lay Purdy with his skull
crushed in. In a corner was found a
poker covered with blood and hair,
having evidently been used for the
muidereue work.
Totuptitse' story was that he had
been aroused by come oue striking
over him at Purdy and that he had
jumped out of bed and grappled with
etlatepedas. sailant, but the man had es-
The murdered man had been rather
econotuieal and had saved up about
$WO, which he was in the habit of
giving to Tompkins to keep for him
whenever he got on an occasional
spree. The money was found &Ger
the murder unmolested.
The evidence against Tompkins
was so strong that he was sentenced
for life. He still protested his Juno-
eenee and there was such an entire
&beetles. of motive that Common-
v. ealth Attorney Garnett, who prose-
cuted blue became dissatiefied about
the case and contrary to his general
rule, recommended Ins pardon
Judge Grace, Mr. Garnett and °th-
erm hold to the theory after a careful
examivation of the case, that Tomp-
kins struck the fatal blow in his
sleep and then made up his story af-
ter he had found out what he hail
done, being afraid to confees so ini
probable a story.
The order of releaee was sent to
the penitentiary just as the convicts
were being locked ur for the night.
Goy. Buckner's order of release re-
cites the above facts about the crime,
and states trait the pardon is granted
because there i 4 great reason to doubt
Tompkine' guilt of the crime as con-
templated by the law. He was
found in his night clothes and made
no attempt to escape, though lie was
not suepeettd or arrested for several
days.
AN-
Written for tile NEW ERA
Convembin Reminiscences,
The first Conetitution of Kentucky
was made in 17e2; the second in 1799;
the present one in 1S50.
There were six candidates front title
county for delegate to the Convention
which framed the preeent Coustitu-
tion, 'tensely: N. E. Gray, Juo. D.
Morris, E. A. Brown, L. L. Leavitt,
F. G. Montgomery and a Mormon
preacher named Hewitt. Harry Clay
had been defeated for President in
le44, and Gen. Taylor had been elec-
ted in 1848, and party feeling ran
high, but the idea of making party
nominations for such a position as
delegate to a Constitutional Conven-
tion was contemptuously scouted by
almost every one. It would have
been thought an outrage upon in-
dividual liberty and an insult to in-
dividual intelligence for any caucus
or committee to have attempted to
dictate in such a matter. Each voter
eupported the candidate whose opin-
ion ai to the changes proper to be
made in our organic law most nearly
coincided with his owu. Amoug the
questions discussed was the Govern-
or's veto. Sonie were in favor of re-
quiring two-thirds of the Legislature
to overrule hie objectione, US two-
thirds of Congress are required to
overrule the objections of the Presi-
dent, while others favored requiring
only a majority of all the member'.
elected to each House, as it was then
and is now. Some wanted the judges
to hold their offices during good be-
havior, or at least for long terms,
while others preferred frequent etre-
tems. The latter Idea prevailed in
the Couventiou. Dr. F. G. Mout-
gomery was an able man, though fin-
puleive and excitable, aud a vehem-
ent advocate for au extended eyeteni
of common school education, but he
was in advance of the sentiment of
his day The brilliant though erratic
Tom Marehall published a paper at
Frahkeirt called the Old duard, and
most ably and eloquently oppoeed the
adoption of the Constitution by the
people, because it would lessen the
independence, the impartiality and
the dignity of the judges to force
them into election ecrambles; and
the largest part of the vote in the
state against the Constitution was
influenced by this idea. Of the six
candidates for the Convention, Hewitt
left the state soon atter the election
and has beeu heard of amongst us no
more. Morris still lives iu the coun-
ty, in a green old age, while Gray,
Montgomery, Leavitt and Brown
sleep under the sod of old Christian.
Peaee to their ashes! They were
good men and true, and earnert, pat-
riotic and fearless advocates of what
they believed to be for the best in-
terests of the Commonwealth.
SENEX.
A Wheeler Congreatonan,
The Wheelers have certainly won
a great acquisition to their cause
down in Lyon couray. Congressman
W. J. Stone has embrared the faith.
Such a gain to any organization is
bound to carry with it weight. The
Princeton Banner is reeponsible for
the following:
"Our very able Congressman, the
Hon. W. J. Stone, is now a full-fledg-
ed member of the Wheeler organiza-
tion. It is reported that he became
a member of the Lyon County Wheel
while at home duriug the holidays.
Mr. Stone is a farmer, and has always
been especially popular with the
farming classes. His recent action
is not calculated to destroy any of
that popularity, either."
Clarkitville Chronicle: Hon. W.
D. Davie, formerly of this county,
but now a citizen of Christian county,
Ky., was in the city Saturday. Be-
fore the war, Mr. Davie at one time
Was a represieutative In the Legisla-
ture from this county. He speaks
encouragingly of the Ohio Valley
Roed, and thinks it will come to
Clarksville.
Ward Boundaries.
The bill which paseed the Legisla-
ture on the 16th inst. divides the
city into seven wards. Each ward is
entitled to a councilman, and no one
but an actual resident of the ward is
eligible for the positien. Voters are
required to be residents of the city
one year, and of the ward sixty days.
The following are the boundaries of
the respective wards:
I. Beginning at the river at the foot
of ad street, thence eastward with 2•1
to Clay, thence south with Clay to
7th, theuce west with 7th to the river,
theuce up the river to the beginning.
Voting place at city court room.
2. Beginning at the river at the foot
of 7th, thence with 7th to the railroad,
thence south' to 14th, thence west to
Clay, thence routh to leith, thence
weet with 15th and Canton pike to
city limits, thence north with city
limits to the river, thence up Vie riv-
er, to the beginning. Vote at flip-
ki ns' stable.
3. Beginning at intersection of 9th
and railroad, thence with railroad to
city limits, theuce east to 9th street,
thence west with 9th to the beginning.
Vote at lialther's warehouse.
I Beginning at intersection of 4th
and Clay, thence with 4th eastward
to 7th, thence with 7th to city limits,
thence south to 9th, thence with 9th
to Clay, thence north with Clay to the
beginning. Vote at Wheeler's ware-
house.
5. Beginning at foot of street on
the river, thence east to Clay, thence
south with Clay to 4th, thence with
4th and 7th to city limits, thence with
city limits to the river, thetice down
the river to the beginning. Vote at
Lowery's stemrnery, near the rock
bridge.
eth. Beginning at intersection of
railroad and 14th street, thence with
14th to Clay, thence with Clay to 15th,
thence with 15th weetward to city
limits, with city limits eaetward
railroad, thence with railroad to be-
ginning. Vote at Foulke' coal yard.
701. All that part of the city north
and west of the river. Vote at Arm-
strong's stable,
Thieving Freight Bates.
The Metcalfe Mauufecturing Com-
pany, one of the leading manufac-
tories here, in fact, the one which
gives employment to more people
thau any of the rest, has decided to
remove front this city to Eddyville,
Kentucky.
In the course.cf a conversation with
Mr. C. W. Metcalfe, inatiager of the
concern, he stated to a representative
of the NEW ERA, that the prime cause
for the removal WAS his inability to
secure freight into this city on raw
material aud rates out on the finish( d
product of the factory on anything
like reasonable terms. He said that
on certain articles, which he desired
purchaeing in a northern city and
uoon %Iraqi he asked for rates both
to this place and to Eddy ville, there
was a difference in the freight of over
one hundred dollars, and in days of
active competition aud close sales,
like the present, such a difference in
freight made it next to impossible for
him to compete with factories which
had the advantage of competing
freight lines and forced him to re-
move his plant to a point where com-
petition rates could be secured.
Here is a fact that pleads more elo-
quently and more liowerfully for rail-
road competition than any worde
which can be spoken. We are ab-
solutely at the mercy of a griudiug,
grasping mouoply which is sapping
the life-blood of our prosperity. We
are striving to build up our city, to
develop the reisources of our county
and to add to the material prosperity
of our people. But this infernal oc-
topus stands upon the very threshold
and exacts blood money from all who
wish to enter and make their home
with us. The New ERA Will have
more to say on this subject later.
Chartee Ituithes Beat.
Charles Ruffin, the colored police-
man, has deen detailed to protect
that part of Hopkinsville north of
Third street and east of Clay, and is
to go on duty at 4 o'clock aud come
off at about day break the fellowing
morning.
The object of his being put on the
police force, and detailed to that part
of the town can readily be been. The
NEW ERA was correct in saying that
an attempt would be made to get
him out of sight by easigning him to
au obticure beat. Not only has thie
been done, but he is assigned almost
exelueively to night duty. This ie
quite au inferior article of pie which
hae been handed out to the colored
voters of this city. We doubt wheth-
er they will be satietied with thin
shabby treatment of their represen-
tative. We learn that they not only
demand that Ruffin shall be given au
equal showing with white policemen,
but also that another of their race
shall be appointed on the force.
Board of Health..
The following physicians were ap-
pointed on last Saturday as the board
of health of Christian county, Ken-
tucky: J. M. Dennis, T. W. Blakey
and Francis M. tititea
Tne public can readily see, by
glancing over the list of names, what
excellent selections were made.
The Printing Press.
Oh! the clothes press is a swell af-
fair for garments nice anti neat, the
hay press is a grand inachiue and
does its work coMplete, the cider
press is lovely, with its juices rich
and sweet, but the ',ratting press
controls the world and gets there
with both feet. -Unidentified.
The varies of meetings at the Uni-
versalist church cloeed Sunday even-
ing. Rev. Lathe is am able reasoner,a
profound speaker, anti made a tine
impreettion upon his hearers. Four
members was received into the fellow-
ship of the church. And three others
presented their Dames. and will lie re-
ceived iu the near future. Arrange-
ments are being perfected to keep
Rev. Lathe with the church during
the year. He will preaeh next Sun-
day morning and evening at tile usu-
al hour. We welcome him to our
ministerial force in the city.
Nearly three years ago Mr. Victor
Hugo Fuqua, soll of Dr. Wm. Fuqua
of this place, went into the dental of-
fice of Dr. A. P. Campbell for the
the purpose of studying dentistry.
He worked with Dr. Campbell about
twelve months, at the expiration of
which he was offered a poeition with
Dr. C. E. Eldridge, of Big Rapids,
Mich., which was accepted. He has
been practicing his profession under
Dr. Eldridge up to a few days ago.
He has just accepted a chair in the
dental parlors of Dr. C. R. Taylor, in
Strata, Ill., and the NEW Eire joint.
a number of friends in wishing him
much success in his new field of labor.
You are out nothing if you get a
bottle of eC C. C. Certain Chill Cure'
from H. B. (.4ertier and it does not
cure your Chills aud Fever. It is
guaraut•ed.
kaajoy • ble Occasion.
A delightful party was given to
Misses Katie Jones aud Cora Petree
Friday aye by Miss Lula Winfree
I at the residence of her father, JudgeWm. P. Winfree. One of the very
pleasant features of the evening was
an elegant and bountiful supper, to
which ample justice was done by all
present. bliss Winfree is a charm-
ing bootee'', and the guests eujoyed
the evening very much indeed. Time
following ladias and gentlemen were
preeent:
Miss Cora Petree, white India silk
and fisher net with diamonds.
Miss Kate Jones, of Columbia,
Tenn., blue India silk with gauss
overdress and natural flowers.
Miss Jeeeie Ransome, Murfrees-
boro, Tenn., black gauze with natur-
al floweret.
Miss Bell Moore, cream cashmere
and moire silk, diamonds.
Mrs. Emmett Ceoper, Italian lace
and silk, diamond.
Miss Fannie Breathitt, black vel-
vet.
Mime Lucie Henry, grey cashmere.
Mies 0reen Heury,creson cashmere.
Miss Virginia Dade, tan cashmere,
black velvirlainoning.
Miss Mai Fuqua, pink mull and
white lace.
MifOI Clara Orr, black eilk.
Vim. Edith Boulware. white onah•
maelreirs' Bettie Boulware, black silk.
Miss Mary Bell Mercer, black lace
with pink trimmings. 4
Miss Lizzie Mercer, cream lace.
Miss Mae Ware, pink embroidered
al bat roes.
Miss Julia Venable. cream melt-
mere, orauge silk trimmings.
Miss Gamie Wallace, blue alba-
trooe, eider-down trimmings.
Mies Lula Witaree, tau silk, o;d
gold trimmings.
Miss Hattie Kelly, brown cash-
mere, velvet trimmings.
Miss Jennie Winfree, blue caste
b7r N esers Harry 'Ware, Clarksvina
un ; John Campbell, Ben Urn sa-
eellir,PG1 abe Campbell, Walterr Camp-
bell, Herman aud Alex Cox, Homer
Prince, Dr. C. K. Wyly, Jouett Hen-
ry, J. A. Oswald, S. C. Mercier,
Johnson, T. N. Peirce, John Lips-
comb, Thomas Fairleigh, Howell
Tandy, Charles Anderson, and E. K.
Ashby.
Resteut ions of itee.pecit.
HALL OF FOREST LODOE, No. SOS,/
A. F. & A. M. j
WHEREAS, Death has entered our
midst and stricken down Bro. John
Turner, one who Lee been for many
years a loved and honored member of
our Order. In this it has robbed us
of one who was the soul of honor
and whose inflexible in'egrity won
for him the respect and confidence of
all; one who elevated aud adorned
the robe he wore, and was a fit type
to follow ; one who was cast in the
mold of nature's noblest, and wall a
true man, a consgant friend and an
upright Mason. Its black pall has
east a gloom over his family and
fr:ends which time, the tomb builder,
alone can dispel.
Therefore, Be it resolved by Forest
Lodge, No. 308, A. F. & A. M., that
iu the death of Bro. Turner the com-
munity has lost an honored and use-
ful citizen, society one of its bright-
est lights, the impress of whose noble
character will long be felt in the
hearts of his brethren.
Resolved, That we trust that he
who is the father to the fatherless
may shield and protect the family Of
our deceased brother, and pour out
the balm of his diviue consolation
upon their stricken hearts and tem- •
per this blow to their strength.
Resolved, That we wear the usual
badge of mourning for thirty days,
and that a copy of these reeolutions
be sent to the family of the decesused
and a copy be spread upon our min-
utee, and a copy be sent to the Hops
insville papers for publication.
B. A. SEAT',
H. C. DILLMAN, • Committee.
S. S. Semen,
Fat Porkers.
Mr. Gus Watkins, of the Beverly
neighborhood, delivered lately forty-
one hoge to Mr. William J. Witheis
which averaged 34-5 pounds, weighing
in the agtregate 14,145 pounds. The
priee paid 31a cents per pound, gross
weight. Mr. William West, of
Church Hill, Aliso delivered to Mr.
Withers to-day thirteen hogs which
weighed 4,420 prelude, being an aver-
age of tale pounds. Price paid, 314
cents per pound gross weight.
La Grippe still coutiuttes to get in
its work at this place. New victims
arc reported each day, but nobody has
been dangerowily sick from its effects.
'flit. ',het on the Owensboro Messen-
ger offers the following prescription
for the cure of this disease:
"Little grains of quinlOY,
Little drinks of rye,
Make la grippe that's gut you
Drop its hold and fly.
This may quickly help you
If you'll only try,
But don't forget the gull/DIV
When you take the rye.
Clarksville Chronicie: The mu-
sical comedy, "Lade Tycoon," will
be given at the Opera House in Hop-
kinsville on February 22nd. The
company is composed of holue talent
and the proceeds will go ter a chari-
tab e cause. Clarksville people are
rehearsingior the same play, and it
stands them in hand to have their
appearance ahead of that of Hopk
villee. By way of incentive to ac-
tion this publication is made.
Ike Lipstine, who has been engaged
in the dry goods business in this city
for a number of years, made an as-
assignment Frelay afternoon, to
R. H. Holland. M r. Lipittines liabili-
ties will reach near $10,000 with a--
sets of from $2,500 to $3,000. A geue-
ral depression in business and scarci-
ty of money is the cause of the R•R•
tegument.
Bowling Green Times: Mr. Frank
Bristow, who is running for county
judge iD Todd county, is a brother of
Hon. Benjamin H. Bristow and ie a
competent attorney end judge. He
is the only aspirant for the place,
anti could not be beaten for it, as fie
has made a creditable record and is
potiular.
assee--
Mayfield Democrat : Mr. N. ef. Pace
showed us an acorn which was foutid
in the yellow of a hen egg produced
on his place. The egg was perfeet ia
all respectm. The hen probably swal-
lowed the acorn and the egg formed
around it.
Bradlields Female Regulator
Should be used by the young wom-
an, she eh° suffers from any disor-
der 'recliner to her sex, and at change
of life is a te.werful tonic: benefice all
who Use Write the Bradfield Rea
Co. Atlanta, Us. for particulart.
Sedd by all druggists.
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DEMOCRATIC TICKET.
For Comity Judge,
THOMAS J. MORROW.
For County Clerk,
WILLIAM COWAN.
For Sheriff,
W. MOSES WEST.
For Jailer,
GEORGE W. LONG.
For County Attorney,
LARKIN T. BRASHER.
For Assessor,
DENNIS R. PERRY.
Fcr County &hoot Supt.,
PROF. S. L. FROGGE.
For Coroner,
DR. JOHN L. DULLS.
For Surveyor,
, H. P. RIVES.
TIIE confirmation of United States
Marshal White, of West Virginia,
has been held up in the Senate Judi-
eiary Committee. White is the fel-
low who won a cheap notoriety
the day after the death of Hou. Jeff-
erson Davis by saying in a hotel
at Wheeling that Mr. Davis ought to
be buried in a potter's field, for which
brutal expression be got his jaws
slapped by a gentleman who was
standing near him. When hie nomi-
nation came up before the committee
Senator Vest objected to his confirm-
ation on the ground that he was a
blackguard and should not be entrust-
ed with an important public office.
Vest cited the fellow's remark con-
ceruin 4 the burial of Mr. Davis as an
evidence of his b!ackguariliem. The
Republican Senators made no at-
tempt to defend the wretch and his
nomination was "pigeon-holed."
BEVIISE THE BOAD LAW.
Much interest is being manifested
in Tennessee on the public road ques-
Coto and a call has been made for a
road congress to be held iu Nashville!
next Auguet, to which each county
in the etate is requested to send dele-
gates for the purpose of devising the
best method for securing better roads.
It is to meet in Nashville, and be
composed of at hetet one delegate
from each county, *elected by the
county court. Various county courts
have already selected delegates, and
the others *ill choose them in due
time. This in a commendable and
sensible scheme, and should result
in much good if the representatives
are clear headed, business men who
have studied the question and have a
practical knowledge of road building
and road uses. A congress composed
of such repreoeutatives should be
able to agree upou a plan to preeeut
to the next legislature of that state
which could be embodied in au rill-
cacious road law.
The question of better roads is also
being agitated in Kentucky, for the
people are growing weary of the dis-
comfort aud loss entailed upon them
by travelling over wretched roads.
Our present road laws are very
primitive and wholly inadequate to
meet the demands of these progres-
sive days, and the majority of the
people are heartily in favor of a re-
vision of our road laws. Gov. Buck-
ner in his message recognizes that
public and private convenience, the
dematels of civilization, and the
needs of commercial intercourse,
alike, call for a revision of the road
laws in Kentucky. Ile says that
equity would seem to demand that
all who are benefitted by public
roads should contribute to their sup-
port in proportion to the benefits
derived front their use. This, he
says, would imply that while the
pedestrian should contribute of his
labor to improve the road over which
he can travel with less fatigue, the
lauded proprietor, the merehant,
and the manufacturer, who are more
largely benetitted, should contribute
not only of their labor but of their
wealth, for the construction of high-
ways which largely enhance the
values in which they are interested.
He suggests that each county should
have a suoerinteudeut of roads, in
addition to the ordinary overseers;
that the road tax collected should be
disbursed under the orders of the
proper county tribunals, rano that
prisoners serving sentences iu the
county jails should be required to
THE New York World is "going
for" W. W. Dudley again, and re-
publishes his famous blocks-of-five
letter. Dudley sued the World for
publishing this letter once before,
but the paper does not seem to fear
another suit, as Dudley has not been
in a hurry to press the one he has
brought. In this same connection
the World charges that Attorney
General Miller is a fathless official
and should be impeached, because
of the protection he has extended to
Dudley in regard to the attempts to
oring him to trial in Indiana, and
that President Harrison has con-
nived at Miller's acts.
IT is, said that the Republicans
have determined to contest the right
of Calvin S. Brice to a seat in the
United States Senate when he ap-
plies for admission. They will
charge that he is not au inhabitant of
the state of Ohio, as required by the
constitution in stating the qualifica-
tions of United States Senators. It
claimed that Brice is not an "in-
.babitant" of Ohio, as he has been
living in New York for eeveral
years, although he has always
claimed to be a citizen of Ohio.
THE contest for the location of the
World's Fair is growing exceedingly
warm. The Evansville Courier thinks
that the best solution of the vexed
question would be to let the whole
matter drop, adding that it will be
celebration enough of the discovery
of America by Columbus to elect that
grand C'olumbian-Glorious Grover-
President in l892. This is a most ex-
cellent suggestion.
IT is said that the effort, which
some of the legislators are making
to abolish the institution for the care
and training of feeble-minded chil-
dren does not disturb Dr. Stewart
much. It is an admirably managed
institution, and the state is justly
proud of the excellent work it has
done. It is too valuable and benefi-
cial to be done away with, and it is
not probable that the Legislature
will abolish it.
THE Judiciary Committee of the
lower house of the Kentucky legis-
lature hag decided to report against
Mr. Langley's bill to pay salaries to
Commonwealth's Attorneys. Some
members of the legislature are of the
opinion that the new state constitu-
tion ought to abolish the office of
Commonwealth's Attorney and let
the duties be diecharged by the
County Attorneys
Sone very interesting testimony
was taken Saturday by the Congrese-
lonal Committee which is inveetiga-
ting the ballot-box forgery. R. G.
Wood swore that Gov. Foraker knew
that the ballot-box contract, which
the latter obtained from him, was a
forgery. Foraker was present when
Wood testified, but not one question
of croes--examination did he ask.
THE bill to appropriate funds to
pay the members of Congress the
money stolen by Silcott has been
defeated. The majority of the Dem-
ocratic members voted against the
bill, upon the ground that Silcott
was not a legal disbursing offieN%
What further step will be taken in
the matter is not kuowu.
A ritsesTett from San Francisco
state* that the Supreme Court has
tipsily settled the Sharon caee and
declared the Sharon-Hill marriage
contraet a forgery. It is much to be
hoped that this will finally Kettle
this disgusting csee, for the public is
heartily sick of it.
Ts E Legislature has adopted a res-
olution for an investigation of the
penitentiaries, and the alleged viola
tion by the Mason Foard Com-
pany of the obligations imposed upon
them by their contraets with the
state. Tbe present Legislature ap-
pears to be of a very investigating
tu ru.
Tine Madisonville Item, a new
Democratic paper started last year,
has been sold to Col. W. P. Scott,
who is a Republican. The politics
and name of the paper will be
• 'ringed. it will appear hereafter as
• Republican sheet, and under the
me of "Kentucky Grit."
Enwatte. ATxrescist, who has
.de a study of the subject, says that
annual egg production of the
I •ted States equals in money val-
. • ifs conntry's annual total pro-
, uction of iron. The hens should
feel proud.
work on the public highways. These
suggestions, far as they go, are
very good, but they don't cover all
the ground. ' We hope the legisla-
ture will enict a well digested law
ou this, sutlect embodyiug and im-
proving upon the Governor's timely
suggestions. No legislation having
in view the ulterior improvement
and general good of the people could
be more important, and the people
will lie much disappointed if their
repreeentatives do .not give them
'wale practical and efficacious legis-
lation ou this subject.
THE testimony now being taken
before the Congressional Committee
which is investigating the ballot-box
contract forgery is exceedingly dam-
aging to Gov. J B. Foraker. His
own testimony, which went into de-
tails concerning his dealings with R.
G. Wood, is equivalent to an admis-
sion of guilt. He admits talking and
corresponding with Wood in regard
to furnishing him with the docu-
ment, and that he had promised
Wocd an office as a reward for plac-
ing in hir hands this alleged con-
tract. lie admitted that he had no
confidence in Wood, and when he
secured from him the alleged ballot-
box contract he bad not the.
eligitteet assurance that the sigua-
tures were genuine. He turned the
forged contract over to Halstead with
the understanding that Halstead
should aseume the responsibility of
publishing it. 'Wood admitted that
he had the forgery done, and explain-
ed how he (secured the autographs
which were imitated, and testified
that Foraker knew that the whole
concern was a forgery.
ONE colored Republican has been
appointed to office in President Har-
risones state. He was appointed a
deputy collector of internal revenue
in the Indianapolis district, much to
the wrath and indignation of the
white Republicans, who tried to
freeze him out by refusing to go on
his bond. Not a single white Re-
publican would sign his bond, but it
happened that there were two "well-
toolo" colored men in Indianapolie,
and they signed hisbond. The white
Republie ans are perfectly willing for
the colored Itepublicans to do the
votiag, but are very unwilling for
them to have even a small per cent
of the &Hem.
THE West Virginia legislature is
in session, and the ity of the
committee whicii in ted the
contested election for ernor re-
ports that Judge Fleming, the Demo-
cratic candidate, has a majority of
ZIT votes. The minerity of the com-
mittee gives Capt. Goff, Republican
candidate, 110 more votes than it
concedes to Fleming. There is such
a mass of papers to examine t
is thought 'several weeks will
quired to reach the final vote which
shall decide who is governor.
MR. WILLIAM H. EAVES has sold
the Princeton Banner to a stock
company, and will retire front the
newspaper businese. Under Mr.
Eaves' management the Banner has,
been an excellent paper. Mr. John
T. Young will have editorial control
of the Banner, and we wink him
much success in his new geld of
labor.
THE recent introduction of a bill
in the legislature providing for a tax
on the surplus carried by the banks
is beiug pretty generally discussed
among the bankers. They fail to
see any justice in the proposition,
and think it very unwise and injudi-
dims, but donot believe the bill will
eifr become a law.
MEM NELLIE BI.Y has nearly com-
pleted her journey around the world,
anti, if she meets with ne accident,
will accomplish her wonderful trip
in the seventy-five days prescribed.
Miss Bisland, the other adventurous
lady who undertook a similar jour-
ney, is now on the Atlantic ocean
rapidly nearing New York, the port
from which she sailed.
The House Committee on Banks
has under consideration Mr. Richard-
son's bill for the taxation of the capi-
tal stock and surplus of banks. The
friends of these financial institutions
who object to tide bill will be given a
a full and fair hearing, and ft is
thought that a good many of them
will want to be heard.
SPEAKER WOODS, Of West Virgin-
ia's House of Representatives, is very
ill. If he should die that body would
be left with an equal number of
Democratic and Republican mem-
bers, which would be a very annoy-
ing dead-lock. It is much to be
wished that the distinguished gentle-
man will cenclude not to die.
THE Congressional Committee
which is investigating the poted hal-
lot-box contract forgery; has ad-journed until February Brd. It is
very probable that Foraker wishes it
would adjourn sins die.
IlePHOLDIENG THE Got IlltNolt.
A mass meeting Was held at Clo-
verport last Friday endorsing Gov-
eruor Buelener :Of au able, fearless
and upright Governor. Resolutions
were adopted urging the legislature
t / carry into effect the much needed
reforms tart forth in Buckner's re-
cent message, and to thoroughly In-
vestigate various official abuses and
irregularities. A large aud enthusi-
astic IllaSS meeting, embracing rep-
resentative citizens from every pre-
cinct in Dateless county , was held at
Owensboro Monday, at which the
people gave public expression to
their confidence in the Governor's
integrity, ability and patriieiruil
Resolutions were adopted compli-
menting him upon his fearless stand
in favor of the rights of the people
and his faithfulnere to the trust con-
fided to hia keeping, and pledging
him their sympathy aud support in
his manly effiirts to secure to the
stale au efliteent public service, and
iretructing their Senator and Repre-
eentatives in the legislature to vote
for a free, thorough and impartial in-
vestigation of all the charges of mis-
conduct in offiee as poitited out by
the Governor. Meetings of this
kind should be held in every county
in the state, so that the legislature
may see that the people are in hearty
accord with the Governor's honor-
able aud fearless stand for their
rignte. Certain corrupt corporations,
lottery sharks, charter peddlers, and
the friends of various officials who
are about to be investigated have
formed a ccmdination to try to de-
bauoh the legislature and thwart the
Governor In his honest efforts to cor-
rect flagrant abuses aud gross irregu-
larities. The people are standing by
the brave old Goveanor, and are
watching the proceedings of the leg-
islature with intense Intereet, and
the acts of that body will be closely
scrutinized. Those legislators who
betray the trusts confided to their
keeping will dig their political
graves, for they will be repudiated
by their indignant and outraged con-
stituents.
---
ANOTHER ENDORSEMENT.
IT trecomes more eChient every day
that the people throughout the state
regard Governor Buckner as an up-
right and faithful public servant who
is honestly endeavoring to do his
duty. The war that is being waged
against him by a corrupt combina-
tion of selfish interests beeasoe
obedience to a duty imposed upon
hint by law, he points out anti at-
tempts to correct what he believes to
be , Menai mieconduet or abuses sub-
vere; ve of the welfare of the people,
has emote) the indignatieu of every
honest and fair-minded man in Ken-
tucky. The Wheelers, in their state
convention at Bowling Green last
Saturday, adopted resolutions corn-
tueuditer the Governor for ins bold
stand against monopolies alltt corpo-
rations which have so disgraced the
state by their corrupt endeavors to
influence and control legislation by
hired lobbyists; for pointing out
evils existing iu the courts of justice,
inequalities of taxation and other
ille: aud for lira earnest effort to cor-
rect abuses and give remedies where
the present laws are inadequate.
They heartily endoreed him, and
recognized iu him a man worthy of
his cffice and of the admiration of
the people, and requested the legisla-
ture to give his message a respectful
consideration and to co-operate with
him in removing abuses and protect-
ing the rights of the people. These
resolutions are in accord with those
adopted at various mass meetings,
and show that the people mean to
uphold the Governor, and will not
tolerate the unrighteous war that is
being made upon him.
Judiciary Committee of the
lower house has oommenced the in-
vestigation of the charges against
Judge 'W. L. Jackson, of Louisville.
The Governor's message contained
three charges against the Judge.
They are, that he has unlawfully
ordered the payment of large sums
by the County and Circuit Clerks of
Jefferson county to the Trustee of the
Jury Fund, Ettore than Wail needed to
psy jurore; that he unlawfully as-
sumed executive functions in re
leasing A. Mazzoni from imprison-
ment, and that lie unlawfully re-
mitted fines and forfeitures upon the
payment of costs and fees. Judge
Jackson has two very shrewd and
sharp lawyers conducting his side of
the case before the eoninlittee, and
they will use every effort to develop
the evidence as they want it. Hon.
William T. Cox, of Bowling Green,
conducts the work of the committee,
aad croeset iterations the witnesses
closely. It is said that the committee
is displaying an earnest determina-
tion to get at the facts, and it is to tie
hoped that the charges will be
thoroughly investigated.
THE Republicans lu the lower
house of congress are playing a con-
temptible gains. They continue to
defer a report from the Committee
on Rules, in order that they may go
ahead aud push some of the cotatee-
ted election cases, under "general
parliamentary law," with a epeaker
who will make rules to fit time oc-
casioa and favor only the Republican
de of the question in hand.
IT is stated that there are nearly
two hundred lunatics in the jails and
poor-houees of this state. They are
kept in these places on account of
the crowded condition of the lunatic
asylums. This is uuquet tionably a
bad state of affairs, and the legisla-
ture should make some provision for
these unfortunate people. The pres-
ent asylums will have to be enlarged,
or a new one built.
Probably Pedalled.
DENVER, Jan. 2..•'.-Grave fears are
entertained regarding the probable
fate of the Howard Athenaeum Com-
pany of variety artists, wbo are in
the snow blockade ou the Central
Pacific. Nothing definite can he
learned. Advicee from Utah 'points
says the road may not be opened in
three weeks. A train with the
heatre troupe on board is believed
to be burled under demolished snow
sheds between Reno and Titackee.
It is a question whether the en-
tombed pagsengers can be rescued
before they perish of hunger and
cold. The mercury is 30 to 40 degrees
below zero out there.
STATE OF' 011r0, CITY OF/ 88
LUCAS COUNTY, j
FRANK J. CHENEY makes oath
that he le the senior partner of the
firm of F. J. CHENEY it. Co., doing
business in the City of Toledo, coun-
ty and state aforesaid, and that said
firm will pay the BUM of ONE HUN-
DRED DOLLARS for each and
every case of Catarrh that cannot,be
cured by the uee of HA WS CATARRH
C RE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of De-
cember; A. D. 1886.
A. W.NGoIta.Fr:yA Sip(u)bNi,ic.
f REAL
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-
nally and acts directly upon theblood rind mucous surfaees of the
systemt. Send for testimonials, free.F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0,
efer 'Sold by Druggists, 75 cent.
Park City Daily Times: Collector
John Feland was special Judge In
the Edwards-Meehan came, and-Judge
Edwards was given a verdict for
$1,000.
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THE BEAUTIFUL.
breat Snow Blockade on Ihr Central
and Southern Parcae- Ital roids.
Fifteen Feet Deep oil tilt. IL.A.V1.1 ill man)
Platvie and Numbers of Trains
Snow Bound.
SA N FHA NC ISCo, t-Preco
the country is covered to a depth of
over fifteen feet on the level, anti in
the cuts the tallow is three or four
timee as deep.
Last evening the Ceutral Pacific
was enabled to open the road in the
Sit tram to the five dead engines near
Champion'e Supp. The 1.50 snow
shovelers who were engaged in dig-
ging a trench were completely boried
by snow from the snow plow. They
xcere badly scared, but the only in-
jury suritained was a dueking. Five
engines and plows were taken to
Trtickee and the way is clear to tun-
nel No. 13, with the exception of a
few minor drifts on the Blue Cany on.
l'hey have passed to the eascade,
where the rotary is ugaiu at work,
and it is said by the railroad officials
that the road will be open possibly
to-night, East of rruekee a plow wi th
sufficient power to back it will plow
to Bence Stow slides and drifts are
reported between Truekee and Boca.
A rotary plow is clearing a road to
Blue Canyon aud during the night is
expected to clear the track to the pas-
senger trains between Blue Canyon
and Alta. None of the snow sheds
have batten, although the weight of
snow in places is incalculable. The
average depth of the snow along the
sheds is twenty feet. Over 1,000 snow
shovelers and workmen are on the
mountain* to-uight. Truckee is en!
off from all communication with the
outside wierld, but this is true of all
other towns in the Sierras.
A passenger named E. A. Landford
died of pneumonia superinduced by.
an attack of la grippe anti was buried
by the men On suow shoes at
Truckee yesterday, it being imposei-
ble to break the road to the cemetery.
Jacob Duffle, a snow ehovekr, was
killed at Colfax by being etruek by a
Car.
Most of the pageengere iu the two
trains near Blue Canyon are well pro-
vided for the dely. 'nacre are a few
second-class passengers who had on-
ly enough money to bile. tickete, and
did not figure on the blockade.-
They aleo did leo prepare for eold
weather that commenced when the
storm (erased.
At Dutch Filo, on the weetere
elop of the Sierras, there are el. yell
feet Of stiOW on the level, or tett feet
more than ever before rei.ordell. The
wagon ornate and (limber are bloeked.
Many house' have been cruehed by
the snow, but no lives have been lost.
Snow ehoes are the only means of
getting anywhere. The damage to
fruit trees will be eouoiderable.
Should the suow go off a ith rale,
the damage to the valley %putt! he
very great. In addition to the ino
',droned trains near Blue Canyon,
two eaet-bound passenger trains are
snowed in near Shady Bun.
On the Oregon road the pass-
enger trains bound to and front
Portland anti still stuck in
time deep snows of Siski-
you Range. The road is blocked be-
tween Mott and Dunstnuir, between
Dunernuir and Simo, aud between
Sims and Reading. Supplies and be-
taken to the imprisoned trains at
Sims from Reading. The passengere
are on short rations. From Sims ou
north to Edgewood the road is still
blocked.
The blockade on the Southern Ps-
cific remains unbroken. There ham
been no trains from San FrAlto
else°. for over a week. A great
snow storm has tweu prevailing
the Sieleiyo u Mountains, and
it now looks as if there will
be no throigh trains from Cali-
fornia before the last part of the
present week. 'I he company is
doing all in its power to open the
road and raise tie blockade, but thus
far all eftbrts in the face of the howl-
ing storm have been futile.
THE bill appropriating twenty
thousand dollars for a bureau of in-
formation and inanuigration was
paseed by the Kentucky state Paenate
yesterday. This is one of the most
important matters which will engage
the attention of our law-makers this
winter, anti we,sincerely hope that
the bill will soon be paesed by the
lower house anti receive the Glover-
nor'e signature.
It is rumored that the supply of Dl.
Bull's Cough Syrup is not equal to
the demand. Druggists should pre-
pare themselves for all emergencies
as the people rely on them for this
remedy-.
No preparatiou coald have made
such a reputation as Salvation Oil
hap, without intrinsic merit of the
highest order. It kills pain. Price
OI cents.
es,-- 
Found in the Newspaper.
From) the Creme), Iowa, "Plain& al-
"er." "We have never, as our read-
"erg for nearly thirty yeare in the,
"county can testify, written a 'puff"
"of any patent medicine. Duty ae
"well as 'inclination impel us to de-
"part from this studied silence, to
"say to our readers and the public
"that, having been conipletely pros-
"trated with a violent and distressing
"cold, after three days fighting it
"with ordinary remedies and getting
"no relief from their use, we obtain-
"ed a • bottle of Chirke'e Extract of
"Flax ;Papillou; Cough Cure, obtain-
"ing almost 'mama relief and a
"eteatly improvement under its use."
"Large bottle only $1.00. Ask for
"Clarke'g Flax Soap. "Best on
"Earth." 25 cents. Both the above
"for sale by H. II. Garner.
HoltRI BLE OUTRAGE.
A White 44444 an Arseaulted hy a Negro
V1111111a11041401 List Night.
ClIATTArnet.t, Jan. 23.-At an early
hour last night a negro entered the
room of a white eliambermaid of Mr.
Hill's, of this city, and, drawing a
revolver, forced her to subMit to his
assault. The woman having the cold
ieuzzle of a revolver pressed to her
head could not give an alarm and
when found in her room was in an
almost insensible condition. The
negro left through au open window
and at a late hour hail not been
captured. The police and deputy
palierifis are scouring the city and sur-
rounding country for the negro, who
will probably be lynched if he is
caught. The woman gives a detailed
description of the negro.
SWIFT'S SPECIFICFOR renovating Ileentire system, eliminating
all Poisons from the Blood,
whether of scrofulous or
malarial origin, this prep-
aration has no equal. .
TRAZSEIBit
'For eighteen mouths had ars
eating .101t On my torgue. I was
treated by best la-al thystcsans,
but °Hatred so relief,. the sore
gradually grew worse. / florally
took S. 5, and was goitre!,
erred aftrr ustng a few bottles:.
C. It. Mt 1..r.uniti.
Hesidersor, Ter.
'TREATISE on Blood and Skinz Diseases marled free
Tan SWIFT SFICIFIC Co.
Atlanta, Ga.
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THE AUSITIt blAN SYSTEM.
How It Worked Sectored-tally in the
Montana Election.
This eystem WAS used for the first
time at the eleet ion held on the first 1
day of October, in Motitaine, to elect
°Myers to serve under the new C
etitution. Though the lave on its face
looks cumbersome, yet practice it
is very simple, anal tills the niche for
which it was brought forward to per-
fection
-secrecy of ballot. In the
county where I reside the commiee-
loners advertlged for We to erect in
each precinct of said county, a rough
buildiug !fourteen by twenty feet. te
be built UpOn a plait aid down hy
them, the plan being as follows:
... . .
DOOR
A
A
WINDOW
It
DOOR
X.X . X . X : X . X X. X
....
A-Represents rail, behind which
stood twe judges, who gave to the
voter his ballot, eaeli ballot being
stamped with time official stamp when
given, ouly one ballot being given to
each voter, whiten if epoiled, must
be returned before receiving another.
X-Are the booths, to which the
voter retired to make up his ballot.
B-Rails, in the rear of which sat
two judges with the ballot box, into
which the voter placed his ballot,
with official stamps exposed a hile
depositing the same, the duty of the
fifth judge being to aid any one so
&miring to make up his ticket, when
so doing endorsing his mime upon
back of ballot.
C-Itail, behind which stood one
challenger from each party.
The points which attracted my at-
tention on election day were:
1. 'rite entire absence of electinto
erring methode, of noise and bustle,
and gather of erowals about the ',wells.
In eolne of the precinete a person
might paes and repaiss without ever
knowing that an election was iu
progrees.
2. In precinete made up of all class-
es, in few eases was it neccesary to
throw out any defective ballots, and
then at the most tee' or three. Pre-
elute voting ranged from three 'Wit-
tired to isix hundred.
3. Those eandidates in reel' party
whose perrotial eliaracter and theme
were best knowe, fared best ***
Oa Grippe and Priest ...... tire
La grippe or influenza which is
spreading over the country SO rapid-
ly, is chiefly to be dreaded from its
teedency to run into pueumonia.
Dispatches from numbers of cities
daily (nutmeg,. the death of many of
person,' front pneumonia impel-in-
duced by attacks of la grippe. In
some eities it is tioW ceded "grip-
in Ilia," to dietinguish it from the
old-fashioned pneumonia. Protons
having the itiflueuza should be very
careful not to expose theme:leen
uutil they have fully recovered from
its efft-cts. that they may run no
risks of contracting pneumonia. An
ounce of prevention is worth a ton of
cure. In view of the fact that la
grippe is so prevalent in this city , the
following article-from the Cinciunatf
Enquirer will doubtlees be read with
interest:
What our fathers and nitabere
used to call "lung fever" was uot,
under advantageous conditions of
age and bodily vigor, classed among
the nutlet dangerous diseases. Be-
tween the ages of 6 and 45, with a
healthy constitution and with no
"complications," the patieut ordi-
narily worried through under the
rude treatment of the day. It is cu-
rious to note that the leading feature
of that t reatinent, phlebotolli y
Aileedinge is again being :volume I to,
though with greater care anti dia-
criminatiou.
But the disease itself ham greatly
changed since the period to white'
the foregoing paragraph relates. Not
only Is it far nuore frequent, but
much more virulent. It is often
epidemic, and sweep' through the
laud like a grim destroyer, seeming
sometimes to single out the istrongert
and most vigorous for etas ghastly
grip. Such an epidemie is now af-
flicting by Europe aud America.
Little is know ti as to iiredispoeing
causes. Exposure to cold is popular-
ly cited as the main one, but the
eases where no much exposure can lw
traced are even more frequent than
a here it can. lutemperance is urged
by many as the great producer; hut.
a hile it is clear that the constitution,
weakened by imenowrance, falls a
ready prey to the disease, there is no
evideuce at all that intemperanee is a
cause. Dr. Roberts Bartholow, for-
tnerly of this city, and now of Phila-
delphia-justly one of the moot Impi-
ous phypeciatet of the laud-finds the
origin in a microbe, which floats in
the air, and enters the lungs, breed-
ing there and causing all the inis-
ehief. Tine is a' very taking idea in
a time cf epidemic. But how shail
we, uuder it, explain the sporadic
eages, where oue shall die. and not
another for miles around, or for
nionties after, be affected?
Dr. Bartholow points out the sin-
gular aud wholly unexplained fact
that in the majority of cases It is the
right luug only which is attacked;
and other famoue observers go even
further iu the eatue direction than be
does. Andral's luveittigatiou showed
pneumonia more than tWiee art 1'0111-
Moil on the right side as on the left,
while Grisolle gives the proportion in
his experience as 11 to 6. Dr. Bar-
tholow divides the diocese into two
elassee, the "croupous" anti the "ca-
tarrhal," the latter being far the more
datigeroupe-oO) per cent. being fatal.
Perhaps thits does not differ material-
'', from the old classification of three
stages: First, the engorgement ;
second, the hepatizat ion ; and, third,
the prurulent infl I trat ion Recovery
from time first two stages is to be ex-
pected. It is not known that anyone
Ilas reovcred from the third stage.
The symptonol-the diagnosis-are
unmistakable. The sharp, lancluat-
ing pain in the sitle-toften over the
pleura); the cough; the dietinctive
rust-colored expectoration; and the
equally distinctive increase in the
rate of respiration over that of the
pulse, leave no room for the intelli-
gent phygieian to err. In time livalthe'
man the lungs act about once to every
four beats of the palee. With pneumo-
nia the redid is often one to two, or
even one to one and a half; and this
(nonage is sometimes ehe very first
symptom of the dirsease, preeeeding
both the lancinating pains and the
rusty expectoration.
Of treatment a newepaper article
can not safely speak. If you have
prieuunonia, get your doctor as quick-
ly as possible, and get the best one
within your reach; and then thank
aisiliesen you are able to discharge
him.
Meanwhile, take care of yourself,
remembering that it is far better to
keep well thau it is to get well.
- ----• -sinew
Sales by the Nat Gaither Co., of 77
hogsheads as folios:
is Wads. new common to medium
leaf $3 30 to 6 75.
16 hhdo. old common. leaf 4 00 to
5 50.
8 Wide. old mediuni tO geOd loaf
6 50 to 7 Eh.
16 ee lite.- 2 00 te 3 50.
Market. strung on all grades.
EE'S SALE
If I had known °file. Cevti r RA IIKWICl/las 1twent , -eight years ri er It 's w ay I hey ha e e hetet g i v e n , is ti ti., ; ,,,, setii.r7e:r.,.) :pt::u,:i.iti,:iii,tiu'iottilr::.;rd; .,i4o.iiim..rtel:.;:lao.11,4.8i...ei n''mp,..i'.i,,...1
bounded; and now that it il SO tipper- f %in;
tiinn,dlieiri nitLensiti s. the m.. : , '
•, !9 1;,.111,1.'ili e ee 11 t . I t \ilrt:11411147.1.14,1j11"I':1 • .i."...1.' 1ent that an Unholy cotubluatitm of
the aceused has been formed to ;..t.titinme,trdi,t}igr :11,:ti.,Ltir...)1
-
theme him in his righteous purteme theueoma tete
1,.....„ .,„,..,:r.„.,277:1:,Fi,z.att,,:,.,,,,,et ,i)..,,::.,...1 ::,...,...,. t_. 'lasing reconsidered iny formee annou nee-
rigetilitef::::.1.1r,i1 1:.,r.r ( rtfihit' I 74...:ntic! e.... u! y. nultieet
they are thoroughly aroused In their LtuRt.
t ion to sustain
The following resolutions were
adopted:
itesoeuTioNs.
Witt-owns, 'rhe present executive
of tee State 'of Kentucky, in the dis-
charge of a eonetitutional duty, has
pointed out in his late meimage to the
Geeeral Aesembly varioes abuses
which he believed to exist, aud,
Vitteattets, He has thus provoked
the unfriendly criticism of those af-
fected by the statements of his mes-
sage, and
Wit eitrets, The people of Daviese
county desire to give peddle express-
ion to their confidenee in his :ability
and patriotism.
Resolved, That we have in Gover-
nor Buckner a wise and (redeem ex-
ecutive, jealous of the rights of the
people and faithful to the trust con-
A
• ,
BUCKNER ENDORSED
A I urge Mae* Meeting of the
Far Sas pere mar to Other Systtems.
F. A. Fueseoi, GEN. AlieNT, I
KY.i learnt is an tuflanuaation 01 the ammoI/tee it St :-We Baer Used tibia sansabranes, and May alleCt Ulla Ikeild, threat,Peenie Ageeey a short t i no,, ',I it, that sumeml, towels or bladder. But catarrh ofof hit ie•s Comity Held sf
Owen here
Pam* new "Int tone Initialize-tiding tile
Cos es .'s Fearlesai ati(1 Upright
Course in Favor ol the
People's Bights.
owensboro Mematinger4
The tease meeting of the citizens of
Deleting county „Monday was an
eminently satisfactory expreesion of
public eentintent upon the adminis-
tration of Governor Buckner. It
was a large meeting. It was com-
posed of the beet class of citizens
from all parts of the county, every
'precinct being reereeetited. It Was
no "cut and dried" affair of a little
coterie of the Governor's friendo and
could not be truthfully re) called. An
invitation bad beee repeatedly ex-
tended to those who might be oppos-
ed to the Governor's policy to attend,
with the assurance that they ehould
should have a respectful hearing.
And they were there. They pre-
sented their views at length and in
tietuil. The meeting listened to them
with patience. No effort was made
to shut them ore though they were
unwarrantedly verboge. And when
they had fluished and their argu-
ments hal been thoroughly refuted
the resolutions endorsing the Gov-
ernor's policy were overwhelmingly
adopted, only two "noes" being heard
in the house. But in order that there
might be no misunderstanding or
nulerepreiteutation afterwardo as to
the extent of the opposition, it divis-
ion was demanded by oue of the nia-
jority, and only four mew were
found who were willing to be count-
ede n the negative.
Here was an expreesion direct from
time people, not from any clique or
set, but Irwin the niamees-the foun-
tain head of 'purity, of thought and
good troverionent-gathered in the
city from all purts of the etitinty on a
public (ley. As voted Daviess county,
so will all the good people of Kentuc-
ky on this moot vital question. Their
admiration of a Governor who has
he brave heart and patriotic spirit to
grapple a ith corruption and vice iti
high places, .groe n marragatit and
bold ley the long and uninterrupted
length of time have ;quiver-iced our-
selves that this is the beet plan to
collect herd and elow uettotitito
the accounts as have rollecteti by
your Syetem had previouely been
passed through the hands of several
other agemees anti sttorneys.
Another feature that a e all
nowiee collected are paid •Iirectly
to Ult.
We heartily rceotentend it to the
trade as being far superior to may
other System for collecting accounts
that we have ever tried.
ilelooeetntio te Co.
Manufacturers, leeonomiet 1Vrought
Steel Hauges.
The above firm collected four mit
of live accounte t•perated upon ha-
nkie of 15 days, mei after other agen-
cies and ate,' neye bad failed. No
stronger endorsemen: could be given
than the above.
Tile S. M. I'. Aseoviation sten&
to-day without a peer as a collecting
agency.
41.
What is Catarrh
tee ts II.e ornin.,n, often coming en
elseradupey • • it ! fins hold before the
likture of tee teoute, is ,1-...pectott. cetarre
ts caused by A cold, or e-cesserit of ColdS,
COLul.h.N.: %%all
Impuro Blood
Its lneal symptoms are a sense of fullneen end
beat In II.,
 ferelrea.d, (II) ness .11 the nose andback part of the throat, and a disagreeable Ms
ebarge from the no.e. when the diseasebecomes chronic o leiete to derelup 1,110
eonSUrriptioil. The eyes become infinnicd and
red, there is throbbing in the temples. tiirelbg
noises In the ears, headache. aud sometimes
1011S of sense of smell and Lewitt&
Hood's Sarsaparillalithe true remedy for catarrh. it :market:op
sourre of the disease by pinif)ide and en-
riching the blood, is hich, as it re...-Itea thedelicate passages of the mucous 'membrane.goalies and rebuilds I he I issues, and ultimately
cures the affection. At the tame time Bood'sSarsaparilla builds up tire whole system and
makes one feel as if made w.
Hood's SarscperinaSold by all druggists. el; ill for r•. Prepared onlyby C. I. HOOD& co., Apothecaries. Lower. MIMS
100 Doses Ono Dolls'.
The question of of a re-etibmission
of thr prohibition queetion is now be-
earej.'try-T172:32lug agitated in Logan county. The ri?re....amx-emeendlee-Ruseelleille Leader says: "A Mil has , ,been forwerded to Dr. Beauchamp, I
our representative at Frankfort, I I
which provides for the reesubruission
of the prohibition question to the
vo-aers of this county. Ateentipatiy-
tog the bill was a petition, eigned by
a number of citizens, requeeting
early passage. The nioet intereeting
feature of the bill is that it providee
that lieens for the sale of whisky shall
be granted only in those districts in
which a majority shall vote for it, and
from the present outlook this will re-
sult in confining the whisky traffic to
the Itueseliville anti poseibly two oth-
er districts in the county. Mr. C. H.
Ityau is now in Franklort iu the in-
tereet of the bill."
Scratched 28 Years
Body covered with scales. Itcteng
toe. Suffering endless. Na relief
Doctors and medicines fail. Spilt de.
ly ured by Cuticura at a cost of OS.
Cured By Cuticura.
JOHN C. ELLIS,
Liveru, rd St Si Ve,
Corner Virginia amid Eighth streets
Keeps a full line of horses and
vehicles.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Clerk or 'out t or Appeals
We are authorized to nu, tuner
tiEORsiE H. MADDEN
a• candidate for Clerk of the court of AT -peala, subject to the 11.1111on of the Deinocrotreeni nal Mg primary or (surveilled,.
We tire authorized te a terUnee
M J AM Es II. M A RTIN,
of Barrett county. as s candidate for the °Meeof Clerk o: t tie 'oiirt 01 A ppeais of Kentucky,subject fir the action of the Denewratt le party
We are authi(r.olzreitii.tnoruvne3nontrin.ce
WILLIAM D. WALKER, •
as a candidate for earveyor 411 Christian
the tuition of t ho Repute
hean party.
Public N,eiee.
indignation anti in their determine- peorlitain. etc. 
tihretigh •lie edvb.e Tly in t.":1•I'f‘fri,t.);;711,‘"atit,. .tt:,.ttriirt;l141,11 Ivrei!.,:ifed to W11111 .0117/1? 1142'
I t.YOlti r. sh Ian/ 1,!1.7ru 1'17 t,r.ret.'fl.,fh7r:i.ilyil .1 md..Pell'illtit
J. D. (J000
rl la over one year and a half, but tau mini. Iwent to two, or three duelers, but no cure. Icannot rine the Certerke Rees:Wes toomuch hey have made my nicht as clear A u
_ _
n nd tree fres,' wales /01 a !ethyl'. All I used "'of t tun were lessen of CcTIcrIta andthree bottle,: of itestexter, andtwo...tikes:of CI-Mutts M0A P. If you hailtavsn here and saki you would have dyed no.for -Jo tio, you would have had the money.I looked like the piroure In yottr ho k ef
'picture number two, -14ow len•
'kin Iliscleft's* ;• but new I ant as elenr as anypenern ever wan. through force of babli Imy lintels , yet nty arms aud leen toscrawl' one.. in a while. hut to no purpose. Iant all well. I scratched twente-eigh• year..and it tort to be a kind of second nature 'to111C. I thank pet t Imusa mi times.DENNIS DOWN 1St:, Waterbury, Vt.
Cuticura Resolvent
The new Blood Purifier and purest and beetof Humor Remedies. Interually.and Cuxice-
speeddy, permanently mud economicallycure In early Ite., Itching, burning. bleeding. ttorney 4it Law.
RA, 111r 414•111 Skin Curt,ftud Cu net- RA SoA1.4" • • 1an exquisite Skin Beautifier, teuernally, 
•
J. I. LAWIDZIS.
Lantles & Clark,
•
• . Il.griUCKNER, JAIL D HATS.
!EBB & HAYS
-eat Estate,
Insurance and
Lodecting Agency,
.•-).11,..r to Front Entrance of
• on rt
- - Kr
ZIOM IS=1NTTI
A !mime, large lot and ratans irsi Seventhsteect, near South Keutucky College.
5 room lieurie on 1.1Ie rey street, $12 al_ja rmonth.
roue. rfhti lot un Jitsup Avenue. P.00 perma :IQ:
1_ 11 Y Pitt tl'EliTY FOR MALE.
Cheap nes emir It. It. ater tank.
Tkie lee house property on 7rt, reet nearPrim:it on !weir-. Witt rent 41.5 Wiwle or inLuta.
•
The 2. 'a'. Dank Is lot f•ii Liberty street.will be divided tato 4 or ,1.4,1 '0/1,
tine of* tre moat desirable residence. iru eastotreet. large lot, 2 alleys, n room bowie,out-buildinge
 rte. I'riee$3.760.
One eilhe largest arid heat eppolnu-d reed-&diet - On /1/111l 100.1..l. oil about Iteacre lot, at a bars:alit.
seven mom house ant: all out buildinga,cinteru•od large Out, all in sp,eudid repeir,wort/10,ton. We offer for 1-2.4110 SItUmi.rd OttNorth Mani street.
. Four room house an lobate/10 feebon BoothV trgi ink street at a bargain
The fine leewin lot on Ninth street,fceL, c.an be divide.l so as to make GrindMire nem. lole.
Lot Ses emir street NSW Era°Sloe very cheap.
Five room Mettle nnd outbuildings nearlyflew, with one unite Morel loteun nuuth Martistreet. A bargain.
Acre tot with improyemeuta roach skitPrIneehtu Street very Aims'',
FARM PROPERTY'
Macre farm, on Sinking For bottom hind,well 1 proved. telerining !arum of Judge JoeMet arroll, Fint. itetollaw 'Led tete rt,
A cheap 50 sere farm, well mproved, nearPero be,i.e.
Fine 1110 acre farm n-ar evied Finebottom laud, good timber, and splendid lur-prevenient&
17W)4 sere (ann. fine soil and nod Improve-menta, near Cliurch H ou a pdbl le need.
140 acres land east side lox Mill road, nearcity ita
162 Isere farm, finely impmeeti wsth splen-did CU•nclin 314 1111101. troll/ Pembroke,will well at a hargaln.
Fine tarn, Ne Acres, adjoining t 'ere leltf•Spring. tract aud eaten( ng dep.!. Farmwell itnprosed, %yob ler acres under g •orlfence. with plenty of good thither end4 MOM netlx,e, two tenements". barn, ntableand °Nested. (Joni fur wbeat, tebereo orstock farm slid at a ',areal',
436 aeme farm near hiarrettrourg. Landfirst -claw. and farm wed improvesh Every-thing III gool order. Prier. 1111',5utr, sne-thirdmash, bs...noe 14111.1 '2 years at r mut.
Sae acre (arm on Tiereeasi read, betweenPenibt eke and IlArktri. Mill, well Improedaud well watered Wili divide lieu twofarms, lee and 210 acres, giving derelliug•each. Price low and terms emu,.
140 acre% se:th dwell it.g. bern, stablest, wa-ter and orehard,le utiles east from city, andthree oilier /1001 Furguson's Store for $420.
The fineat larm. 13.5 scree, well im-proved. on I. A. & T 1 road, bet worn oakOrote and Douglas* Stutter:, in cerestitaaCo. Ky. Erick dwelling of rocms, tobacco°berm, and rani equal tit tiny in the C...Attoilneys at Law ger piece. 2 niers freest Pemhroke. Out. ofac.re farm known as the Reuben Rollin-
'
the i•e,..t improved fitrnaIl in the eirunty endland very flue. A bargain offered lu thisHopluitsville, Ky. prni,•
treaty, crusted, pimply, acrofuleu. and hered-itary humors wdli lire. of bale thus as old-Ing year. of bort:ere and dInfluhration. Par-ents, remember Ws: cure. in childhood rarepermmient.
Mold everywhere. Price, Crewe/tie ae:tided to hie keeping. 110A I', ; ItleioLA ti. Priltgreil by the
. POTTER Dat-u CIIKNICAL cogeona.Resolved, That it is the sense of non, Bosten, Mass
this meeting that the General Aseem- attirs,se,
My should make a thorough and im-
partial inveetigation of all the charges
of niisconduct iu office, and that our
eenator and representatives in the
legislature be retelested and instruct-
ed to vote for free aud full investigft-
Lions as pointed out by tee Governor.
Resolved, 'chat we pledge our sym-
pathy anti support to Governor
Buckner in hie manly efforts to se-
cure to the state an efilvient
ser vice.
puddle
or-
Keep your blood pure and you will
not have rheumatism. Hood's Sar-
saparilla purities the blood, and tones
the whole system.
ILL sir •vetited by CuTicca• So•r.
blaca-beads, ehupped and oily
Free From Rhoumatism
III one minute the Cateenere Anti-Pain Floater relievesrheuntatie, htp. kidney.chop), and muscular tritinn soulwcristiesees. 'lite first and only 1min-tillingplaster.
Junius C.
W. W. CLARK,
wan Judge mrcarrote near eon!'it • . Hoek Wavier., Ks.W lit preetke in the courts uf Christian andadjoining entintlern
Especird attention paid to the cone-Lion of(diem, deod& w tr
REMOVAL!
Dr. A. Seargent has moved his of-fice over the City Bank.
eod•tw3fri.
runkenne
r,r the Liquor Habit, Partitively Cereal
MIKINISTE111111 OR. HAINES' °OLSEN
C4I1 4e gears in a cup of collie or tea. or Instr.
em treeing it; it is absolutely harmices anti W1/1
:easel toot. tantrum. 1,,e know' ieesre f tbe
affect a permanent and speedy eill'e, whether
' tne patient is a moderate drinker or at aleota,11cOffice: Over Kelley's Jewelry Store,' wrerk'comiriere c-re in every Instance. 44 page liti•in
el" NEVER FAILS, We GUARANI-y:1.0
HOPKINSVILLI-:, KY. taut retro chaiimatLe
DENT18r,
The D. T. Carter 441 acre farm. one of thedriest in south ohne tan. Has every neces-
sary subetantial Inipnvernent including or-chard One mile from F:1mo and only threentl'ee from Railroad Depot. To he tiold for
liodundays
JONLS & BANKS,
/51.3FLIECIU ffEa •
7th Street, HOPKINSVILLE; Kv.
We have the neaten and beet
equipped tato') in the city. None butfirst-elaem told experienced barbers
employed. Polite, attentive and sat-iefsetion telaranteed. lilt's air a rail.
ONLY!
APOSITlY 7(.74Tssi:-trra.:Fklfhallrl:itV09111% Wire"DLT11.127-;•
C R r "do T.rcd,
•111•111 Iv,' lie...I.e.& How in ...Isere and
k▪ einiril.,•• is•i..1 1. I..; 1111041 AM/ At t
absollel.ly &afar! v., dolt it) ATMILAT-11••••-•1. l• • 1.7.Sew weary tree I; • •-rit•eo, sod Coma. 6.41.11••••• agile them. a••• I 4 irk...Ana. 6.14 p•Nieft wi•11•11
eftled) fr••• AMMO ME tifbiLAI. CO. surf •La. a. v.
64srp]ricim., ivoPrien.99
ASSIGN
"The Reliable" Clothing and Shoe Co.,
m_ Bowa..
Read these prices carefully, then come ai-i.dtak:-. a llok a- d you will find eye opening barv in s
7.Heavy unlined Storm Overcoats, extra long, f rmIr pric9 i35 00 Assignee p.ice $ 2) 609 Heavy unlined Storm Overcoats, large coliare, former price $6 00. Assignee price 3 255 Extra heavy Storm Overcoats, heavy lined. tor mei* price $8 50 A,Ignee price 5 007 Brown Chinchiila Sack Overcoats, :ormer price $650 Aistgnee price 3 755 Gray Cassimere unlined, elegant valu., former pr.ce $11 00 Assignee price 7 502 Gray Check all wool Cape Overcoa.ts, 1,)rmer pric --) $8 :;0. Assignee price 6 006 Blue Chinchilla astrakan trimmed OvErco3.ts, f.)rmer price $1650 Assignee price 10 006 Blue Chinchilla beaver trimmed Overcolt,,  fcr-mer price $20 00. &ssig AC9 prica 12 50A full line of elegant light weight OvercoAtti ranging in pri,.e from $7 50 to $12 50. 4lsoafew Youths', Boys' and Children's Overcoats at a. b!g b Irg -tin, Come on if yin want to buy
Clothing, Furnishing Goods, Boots SI Shoes
At a CI- .t Sacrifice.
PRICES HER T EvED1
C. LEVY, ssignee,
SOINTS.
AF2. 15 Main St., a Hoplc.L..viii.), Ky.
_Age...--,4;:-Asela.sefitYtiertieittde /--` 450°{AbalSOk.
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Dr. Harris of Oran, Mo., is visiting'
the family of Mr. Ed. Price.
M. M Bowers, tif Bowling Green,1
Ky., is the guest of W. H. itomau.
Miss Willie May Endes end Mr. W. I
P. Eades, of Nebo, -are visiting Mr.
C. B. Elides, of this city.
Mies Mary. S. Green, after quite an
extruded %edit to friends and rela-
tives in Louisville and Shelbyville,
has returntd to her home near this
city.
31rs. Reherts aud family, of Mitt-
* 
sour', are visiting Mrs. Roberts'
brother, Mr. Ely Sieely, of this coun-
ty. She is seventy-two years old and
his not been in Christian county for
thirty years.,
Travelers are subject to other then-
gen+ than those of vessel and ear.
Improper eating at the various hotels
they visit demands the proper use or
that reliable regulator of the human
system, Laxader.
It is not alway s preecely Kate to
soothe the baby with opium prepara-
tions, but you can rely on Dr. Bull's
11 shy syrup; it contains nothing in-
jurious.
Marriage License.
James D. Littlefield to. Mary S.
Yanoey; M. L. Walker to Arabella
Belt; D. M. Croft to Nancey L. ( 'Au-
sler ; W. S. Williams to Bettie Camp-
bell; E. F. Morris to Madge Ellis.
Tobacco sales.
Sales by Win. H. Turnley tfc Bro.,
of the 1.'eephatit Warehouee, Clarks-
ville, Tenn , for week ending Jan.
22, 1890, of 60 Mids. as follows:
2 hints. medium leaf, $6 00, b00.
4 lifib Is. cont. anti low leaf, $.5 10,
41'l 3 10, 3 00.
hhda. lues anti trash $1 00 to
so.
The (*.ailing comet.
It is faneied by a erateful patron
that the next comet will appear in
the form of a bugs. bottle. having
"Geltien Medical Discovery" itewrib-
ed %titter it in bold characters.
aVitether this conceit and high coin-
plitueut will be verified, remains to
be seen, but Dr.. Pierer will continue
to send fourth that wonderful vege-
table compound, and potent erusdea-
torofdisease. It has no equel in
medicinal and health-giving plops-I--
ties, for imparting vigor and tone to
the liver and kidneys, in purifying
the blood, and through it eleatising
anti renewing the whole system. For
scrofulous humors, and consumption,
or lung scrofula, in its early stages,
It is a positive specific. Druggists.
-••••
Pensions Granted.
Mr. William B. Clark, of Crofton,
a very worthy old gentleman who is
ninety-three years of age, has been
granted a pension as dependent fath-
er of Joseph P. Clark, who died dur
ing the vial war while a soldier in
the Federal army. Mr. Clark v as
pensioned at the rate of twelve dollars
a month from May 1st, 1S89 Mrs.
Naunie C. Prom*, widow of George
O. Proust, has also geen granted a
a pension of twelve dollare per month,
with arrears of $715.00. Her husband
was a soldier in the Federal army
during the late war received a gun
shot wound through his left lung,
from the effects of which he finally
died.
These ps nsisms were ort•u red
through the agency of Capt. Thomas
E. Lawson, pension attorney of this
city, who has a number of other cases
on hand.
41.
A Pestles).
Hopkinsville can boast of an infant
pheuumenon or prodigy. There is a
baby in the city hew than three
mouths of age that can talk. This
remarkable infant is named Lou
Ella Graves, and is the daughter of
Rev. J. C. Graves, a colored preacher,
of this city. The child commenced
talking when he was not quite a
mouth old, but could only speak a
few words. She can uow utter short
ern:cams in a very plain and dis-
tinct manner, much to the astonish-
ment of all who hear her. It is in-
deed wonderful, and is attracting
1 much attention in that portion of the
city where the child's parents reside.
It is said that King Richard III was
born with a full set of teeth, but that
Was not such a remarkable thing as
being able to talk at the tender age
of three weeks and a half. This
colored infant is truly a prodigy.
• • II
Death of Mrs. Patrick Henry.
The Clarksville Chronicle makes
the following mention of the death
of a lady who has many relatives and
friends in time Southern portion of
this county:
"Mrs. Ellen Barker; Henry, eifs
of Patrick Heury of this city, tiled of
consumption, Saturday evening at
Colorado Springs, Col. Mrs. Henry
has been a long sufferer from con-
sumption and was with her husband
at three noted springs with the hope
that they would restore her to health.
"She was the slaughter of Mr. John
W. Barker, and was a sister to Mrs.
Judge Scales and Mrs. Dr. Bailey,
having besides these many relatives
1 In the city awl surrounding country.
"Her reinains are expeeted here to-
morrow, and in case they arrive the
burial will take place Wednesday,
with Episcopal services at Green-
wood cemetery. The Chronicle ex-
tends its sympathy to the bereaved
relatives and friends."
et
incisors Knocked Out.
Monday evening about dusk two
colored boys, Lithium Jackson and
Alex Key. renewed a quarrel in which
they had engaged on the Saturday
previous about some cigars. During
the first quarrel Jackson used some
very abusive language, which caused
Key to grow angry, and prompted
him to extend to Jackson a pressing
Invitation to accompany him to the
rock spring and settle the matter ac-
cording to the Marquis of Queens-
berry rules. The, invitation, how-
ever, Was declined. Jackson, who is
employed in Mr. J. T. Savage's es-
tablishment, was standing in front of
the store yesterday evening, when
Key approached him. After a
wordy war, hostilities were com-
menced by Key throwing a stone
whielt knocked out several of Jack-
son's front teeth. Alex Key woe
promptly arrested on a warrant
charging him with assault and bat-
tery which was executed by ()ffieer
Cliborn. He was brought before
Squire T. C. Tinsley Tuesday for
trial and was fined $5.00 which was
replevied. Key's statement was that
he thought Jackson had a pistol in
his hand with which he (Jackson)
as giving to shoot him. Prom' wail
Introduced that Jackson had no pis-
tol in his hand.
- -
Ayer's Sarsaparilla is prescribed
and recommended by eminent physi-
cians, and is taken with perfect
safety by old and young. Its cleanse
ing and vb e:zing effete* are sore
and 4111-- 1..11) anti it Is unisersally
conceded to be the nuost effective of
all bloc)," purifiers.
TIIENEW ERA.?
-PT XL:AHED BY-
Ns, Era Printing and Publish+ng
YEAR.
Venal gointeinee.
Pure nests-foot oil at 90 cents per
Co. gallon. W. J. WITHERS eit SoN.
Jan. 2:i, w:it.
emeest tee esteems..
se,- set 4.1•04 :natter.
Rev. J. \V. Boyd, of Pon, Ky., has
1:A as been unable to fill his appoiutinents
on account of the Illness of ti's
Mr. John Campbell, 110 has been
Friday. January 21. 1890. quite sick for several days, is at work
 
 
again in the Bask of Hopkinsville.
.1%C ante gportstu. We regret to learn thut Mr. Sans Dieken, of the firm of Pye, Dicken
& Wail, is quite isiek at his former
bottle in Fairview, Ky.
Mr. Houston Harrison, s ho re-
ceived a severe hurt on his right font
and has been uuaisle to he eta for
some tithe, is improving rapidly.
The plank crossing in front of the
gates of Mr. W. H. McRae amid J. '1'.
Mettle,' have been stolen, and if re-
turned a liberal tee ard will be given.
Dr. B. S. NVood, who hiss been quite
ill s ills is grippe is out again, lie
says tine all of the menibers of h P
family are sufferiug with this dis-
ease.
Clarksville Chronicle: Every man
eounected with the First Nat. 1
Bank is down sick in bed with inthe
rural except its president, Mr. B. W.
Macrae. From the present outlook
it will be several days before the
force will lw able to be at their res-
pective pitteet).
Mr. .1. S. Balch, conductor on the
accommodation train which runs be-
tween Elkton and Clarksville, was
stricken with paralysis a day or two
ego. He is a genial and popular gen-
tleman, and a fine railroad officer
He is at Guthrie. and is in a precari-
ous condition.
Park City Times: Hon. Polk/ Laf-
foot), ex-congressman of the second
district of Kentucky, but now stelae-
tor for the Sheffield, Alabama, Land
Compauy, is in the city to assist Mr.
Thos. L. Cannon in getting up a party
to visit that rapidly growing and
prosperous young city.
Russellville Herald: Prof. S. L.
Frogge has been Dominated as Demo-
eratie candidate for Superintendent
of Public Schools in Christian coun-
ty, and Mr. Denois Perry for Asses
stir. Both are obi Logan county
boys, and the Herald is glad to note
their prosperity in the county of
their adoption.
Mrs. Eunice Bell, formerly of this
place, !stet of Abilese, Texts, died
souse days ago. She one the wife of
Mr. Jno. B. Bell, wit leftthis county
six or eight years see) and went to
Abilene to live. The NEW ERA joins
a host of friends and relatives in re-
gretting the death of Mrs. Bell, who
wao a most excellent lady.
Hon. J. H. Powell, of Henderson,
Ky., will deliver a lecture at the
Opera House Friday evening at 8
o'clock. His subject will be "Pythiau-
ism exposed or the iniatiou of Isaac
Eckstine." Mr. Powell comes on an
invitation of the K. of P. lodge of our
city. Everybody is invited to attend;
there is no admission fee.
The Clarksville correspondent of
the Nashville American says: The
purchase of the fine stallion Alderay
has caused quite a stir in stock circles
here. The price paid was $3,000 cash
and the purchaser is Capt. Flank
Buckner, president of the Clarksville
Park Association. Alderay is a
beautiful stallion, conies from Bell-
aire stock farm and has a record of
2:321 3. Capt. Buckner will stand
him the coming season and then train
him for the fall races.
Monday eve at about 9o'clock Mr.
George Lander heard a noise out
toward his hen-house. He armed
himself with a pistol and proceeded
in that direction and found a chicken
thief. Ile only saw our and he fired
one shot at him, whereupon the thief
dropped his booty and took to Isis
heels and escaped. Mr. Lander says
that he thinks he hit bins and that the
thief had only had time to capture
two chickens
turned loose
pistol.
A little boy named Ballard found a
very valuable gold ring near the
Phoenix Hotel recently. Jerry Tobin
saw the boy with the ring, and for
the purpose of keeping it safely until
the owner could be discovered, and
knowing that the owner would repay
his expenditure, gave Renard fifty
cents as a reward and took the ring to
Mr. M. D. Kelley's jewelry store and
left it there in order that the jeweler
might ascertain who had lost it. It
turned out to be the property of Mr.
G. A. Roth, who identified it Tues-
day afternoon.
The Nashville American makes
the following complimentary notice
of a former Hopkineville young man:
"Mr. Coleman C. Slaughter who has
been a member of the High School
faculty for several years, tendered
his resignation a few weeks ago te
take effect last Friday. He will en-
ter upon tits practice of law in this
city, becoming the partner of Mr.
Allen G. Hall. Mr. Slaughter is a
young man of fine ability and highly
edueated, being a graduate of both
the literary and law departments of
Vanderbilt University. He has ails
taken a course in law at the Univer-
sity of Virginia."
Wednesday morning at half past
sight the alarm of fire was sounded
and a large crowd soon congregated
eager to ascertain the a hereabout.; of
the fire. It was discovered that the
tire was at the residence of Mr. Mor-
ris Cohen, on the corner of 2nd and
Main streets. A barrel of rags in a
rooms on the second floor had, in sense
way caught fire and made quite a
blaze. How the rags caught is a
mystery. The damage was small,
as nothing was injured beyond scorch-
ing a carpet, anti burning a few laths.
In ten minutes after the alarm was
given three strokes of the city fire
bell told that the fire was out The
fire company did not have a chance
to help put out the fire.
Mr. John Metcalfe, who has been
connected with the Metcalfe Manu-
facturing Co. from its Infancy, will
not go to Eddyville,ae is currently re-
potted, but has made arrangements to
establish a first-class machine shop,
with all necessary machinery to do
all work in his line, and will alit)
have a full force of competent ma-
chinists in his employ, men who
were with the old establishment,
thus assuring the public that work
will be done promptly and satisfacto-
rily. His shop will be located on
the corner of 8th and Liberty, where
the Metcalfe NIunufacturing Co., first
launched their barque. He under-
stands the business thoroughly and
demervee the support of the public
generally.
Elsewhere in this paper will lw
seen the announcement of Mr. Wil-
liam D. Walker as a eandidate for
Surveyor of Christian county, subject
to the action of the Republican par-
ty. Mr. Walker lives at Kelly's Sta-
tion, and was born and raised in that
vieinity, lie is a substantial farmer,
and an ceergetie and upright gentle-
tease "Did is highly e,,teemed by an
who know him. He has had a good
many years experience as a surveyor,
l ivid is in evert+ respect thoroughlycompetent to discharge the duties of
the position to which he aspires. The
Reps hlean primary election to se-
leet candidates for the various county
tenets+ will be held March 1st. and
Mr. Walker desires hie Republican
friends to remember him on that day.
which were promptly
at the report of the
Blank books at reduced prices at
Hopper Bros.
Remember the Assignee's sale at
Ike Lipstineae.
Dr. J. A. Sout'sal I, over First Nat'!
Bank. Telephone office and reeidence.
(So to Thompson & Meador for wall
paper, and house furnishing goods.
Dr. Gunu-Oiliee over City Bank.
Telephoue-Oflice and res deuce.
Jan. 4, tf.
Dr. McDevitt, Dentist. Office over
ambit/inn.
Mrs (1. S. Brown is plat. sick at
her residence of Ntirili Main o it ha la
St ippe.
Mr. Ira F. Edit., %vile Ints been
quite sites e it hi la grippe, is teeter hut
still confined to his room.
Mr. S. C. Mercer has beeu confined
10 Ilia room for several days. We
hope he will soon be restored to
health:
The llopkinsville New Era has up
a sensation in the way of ghosts
They are continually throwing coal
into the house of Rev. al r. Qualtee
There are several Clarksville minis-
ters who would like to be troubled
with the same kind of visitors.-
C erksville Chronicle.
'Maj. Add. Itust, t ho lives near the
city, is quite ill from a second attack
of paralysis. His situation is beesme
lug quite serious. Maj. Rust is a
brother of l'rof. J. W. Rust, if this
city, and the Prof. will have him re-
moved from the farm to the college
this afternoon. We hope the Maj.
will soon be out again.
We wish to call the attention. of
the public to the advertisement of
the live firm of Rickets & Davis,
which can be seen elsewhere in this
Issue. They have been fortunalte
enough to secure the services of R.
B. Hall as salesman.. Mr. Hall is a
very popular and energetic gentle-
man and will melte a most excellent
salesman.
Cards are out announcing the mar-
riage, on the 29th inst., at Hunting-
don, Tenn., of Miss Eva L. Prince., of
that place, to Mr. Eugene Louis Mil-
burn, ef Memphis, Tents. Miss
Prince is quite %ell known in this
city, having spent some' weeks here
last summer as the guest of her
brother, Homer Prince. Mr. NI slbu ru
is a prominent and wealthy mauu-
lecturer of Memphis.
Dr. James Lanier, while setting
the brake on a box ear at Earliugtou,
Ky., fell upou the track and the train
rats over his body rutting him in
twain. He lived but a few minutes
after the accident. Mr. Lanier was a
man of excellent netral and social
qualities, lie was a citizen of Crof-
ton, Ky., aged :!-2. years, and had only
been on the road about two mouths.
He was brought to Crofton and
buried yesterday.
Mr. John Hall left this city several
days ago for Pond River to have a
bird hunt. He was in the act of cross-
ing a stream and noticed thet it
was slightly swollen by recent rains,
so he started to piek up a stick with
which to measure the depth of the wa-
ter, but it turned out to be a large
black snake. The snake struck at
him and frightened him a good deal,
but he had the presence of mind to
jump back anti kill the snake. it
measured two feet anti six Welles in
length.
W". J. Withers ta Sou, who have
the largest pork packing establish-
ment in western Kentucky,k i I led aud
packed Wednesday 174 hogs, which
averaged a net weight of 320 pounds.
This firm buys more stock of all
kinds than any in this end of the
state. They received to-day a pair
of pedigreed Angora goats. Three
are the only specimens of that breed
of goats in Christian county. The
firm intends to use them strictly for
breeding purposes.
The Christian County Medical So-
ciety has just appointed a committee
of five of the physicians belonging
to the society for the purpose of re-
vising the schedule of charges now
in use by the society. The commit-
tee is composed of the following gen-
tlemen: Drs. J. M. Dennis, T. W.
Blakey, John L. Dull's, L. B. Hick-
man, R. W. Gaines. A Ns:' ERA
representative interviewed a promi-
nent physician on this subject. He
said that this revision ought to have
been made some time ago, and the
physicians generally should render
all aid possible in the matter and
heartily co-operate with the commit-
tee in this important work.
Ayer's Pills cure constipation, mu-
prove the appetite, promote diges-
tion, restore healthy action, and
regulate every fuuction. This med-
icine is pleasant to take and gentle
in its2operatiou. See .article in
Ayer's Almanac.
Morris-Eines.
Mr. E. F. Morris and Miss Madge
Ellis wereemited in marriage Wed-
nesday evening at 5 o'clock.
Miss Ellis is a most estimable
young lady, and possesses many
charms of heart and mind which have
won her the high regard of all who
know her. She is the adopted daugle
ter of Mr. I. F. Ellis, our of the. must
prominent and popular gentlemen of
this city.
Mr. Morris is a man of excellent
business qualities and is one of the
best officers on this division of the
Louisville as Nashville railroad. He
has been watchman at the 7th street
crossing for several yearn, and has
discharged the duties of his position
in a very satisfactoty manner. Mr.
Morris' many friends congratulate
Is ins upon hid good fortune in ercur-
mg sawn an excellent young lady for
a life partner. Immediately after
the ceremony was performed, the
happy couple left on the southbound
traie for a bridal tour.
-•• sas--
Mr 11. C. C.arke, of 'lists city, Gets,
$30,000 From The Louisiana
Male Lottery,
"Is it actually true that you have
received a part of the capital prize in
the hoe drawing of the Louisiana
State Lottery?" asked a reporter for
The Star-Sayings of Mr. H. C. Clark,
a young lithographer empleyed at
August (last's and residing at No. 712
North Compton Avenue. "Yes,"
said he, I have received $30,000 in
cash. The money was paid to me by
the Continehtal Nat. Bank, of St.
Louie, is now in my possession, and a
part of it will go,into an elegant little
Jenne for myself and my family. .My
ticket was tiumber 94 "-St. Louis
(Moe Star-Saying, Nov. 2a.
1•41.4164•06. By 1r ire.
The loss by tire in the United
States during the year 1i89 reached
the enormous sum of $125,000,000.
The fire waste for 18e9 exceeds that
of any year during the 15 years that
an accurst • record of the annual toss
in the United States has been kept,
and was only approateted by the year
1887, when a total of $120,300,000 was
reached, while the total for 1883 was
*110,800,000. It is a significant fact
that 1889 has been a year of great
conflagration, 40 per cent, of the
great fire waste having been confined
to 53 firee of over $200,000 in magni-
tude, the total amount of lees in
them. 53 tires being tier rly $50,01e9,0(10
an enormous apportionment, mak i nit
the average loss by fire a little less
than a million. The amount of total
insuranee loss in the United State.
for the year, estimating twin the per-
centages of previous years, Is about
170,000,000. •
DeUlleitinOWO
IlEessereseowe, KY., Jan. 2.2.-
There lists been a good deal of sickness
here the past two weeks. Whooping-
cough among childreu Is very pre-
valent:-
Mr. Thomas Stewart,who lives near
here,has breu very low with puruitio-
uia. lie is thought now to be improv-
ing.
Vivian, Brame a little daughter oil
Mr. Rube Brame, Juts also breu quite
sick with brotichitie but she is 110W
better. Sauce the recent cold spell a
number of persons have killed I op.
aliss Katie Small has just returned
rosin a week's visit to her sister air*
Pendletonott Niteegtsinery, Trigg Co.
aliess Lelia ('six's echoed closed at
tiiis place lust Thurstley. The clos-
ing-exercises were very interesting
, and reflected great credit-upon her as
I a teacher. She will commence mettle.
er school here the 1st Monday in Feb,
: Ntiss Cox Is very vir,•tilar here ltS a
; traetter anti this- itelgiaborlitnal is rot-
; tUtiate lii 'teeming her sterviecs again.
Mrs. Ben McGee is sick.
Mrs. Pig Car.er is very ill.
The inthieuza is till doing active
service here. lu flatly instances it Is
alarming and is causing -a good deal
of uuresiness.
Mn. Richard Caudle was here Sun-
day.
Miss May Woollen has returned to
this neighborhood and will teach
near here.
Bev. Frank Perry; *as here Sanday
but the weather was so inclemeut lie
did not preach.
‘Villie McKenzie was here last
week. Locist•:.
GAY GHOSTS
Plat Vest r, Quaint and Carious quirks,
W hich
Quell Quairs Courage:cid Break Isis
Quiet, Placing him in Quite a
• Quandary,
"Speesks" or souse other supernat-
ural agents amused themselves Mon-
day night and Tureday morning
at the residence of Rev. Mr. Quaite,
several miles from the city, on the
ltuMll nil..' turupike, by dropping
coal in large quantities into the fami-
ly room. The coal fell apparently
from the ceiling, hut upou ex-
anduation it was found that
there was no possible way
by which it could come threugh the
ceiling. The doors were all locked
and no one but the family in the
room, but ttill the coal eontinued to
Call, and the large lumps sulashed
the windows and broke the furniture.
One lump of coal struck Mrs. Quaite
on the head, ithlicting quite
a painful wound. Dr. B. W.
Stone was sent for to dress the wound,
aud found that while the wound Was
painful it was not dangerous. The
I'°" s in the room at the various
times the coal fell were Mr. anti Mrs.
Quaite, Miss Belle Hall and a color-
ed girl about sixteen years of age.
Persons who are not inclined to be
superstitious are convineed that the
colored girl secreted the coal about
her person and threw it when no one
was observing her. This is the only
correct solution of the mystery.
Those who are inclined to a belief
in the supernatural insist that no
human agency could have caused the
bituminous shower which has fallen
upon the house of Quaite. and relate
with heated breath as confirming
their theory the pranks played
by the celebratt•d Bell \\*itches
in Robertson county, Tennessee,
slept forty years ago, when scenes
similar in all respects to these were
enacted and even voices anti laughter
heard coming from the empty air.
••••  ••••.-
Concord RI pplea.
Coscokie KV , Jan. 22, 1890.
Rev. W. M. Hall filled his appoint-
ment at'Concord Saturday and Sun-
day.
Mr. John Courtney is slowly im-
proving from the wound received
from a lump of emit that fell from a
passing train, lie ran a narrow es-
cape from being killed.
Chicken and turkey thieves are
very plentiful in this Neetion. Mrs.
Jonas Courtney lost two very fine
turkeys while she was at church last
Saturday. The thieves caught them
not very far from home and carried
them to an outbuilding on Mr. A. F'.
Davis' farm and dressed them and
went on their way rejoicing. Those
wretches who are in the habit of tak-
ing things that do not belong to them
had. better look out, for something is
going to drop.
Mr. Clem Davis had a very excit-
ing chase after a chicken thief last
Sunday night, autl pushed him Ito
close that he dropped three of his
chickens. Clem got in two close
sleds, but failed to bag his game.
Mr. John Courtney lost twenty-
three turkeys a few days ago, but was
fortunate enough to find them safely
housed snug and warm at one of his
neighbor's (a colored maw, waiting,
we euppose, until the earth was
shrouded in darkness to commence
Ids deadly work of Revering head
and body, and preparing them for
cooking to satisfy his longing appe-
tite fir turkey.
Mr. T. J. y n, I learn, is some-
what better ItPinmi he has been. I
hope he wil teem be restored to
health, art lie 1 s been a great sufferer
for a number of "eoliths.
On the morning of Jan.- Itith, at
half past two o'elock, Mr. M. C. Da-
vis quietly breatlietl his last, after a
long and protracted spell of Skit lirsit.
He had !teen u great still-rer for a
number of years, but Was never
known to murmur. ale Davis had
heel' twice married; his last v. ife
survives liiiii, also a son and daugh-
ter by his first wife and a son alaota
five years old by his last wife, with a
nuintier of friends Mors, by his bed-
side while Isis spirit winged its way
from earth to heaven He was about
Sixty-one years old and had been a
member of Concord Baptist chureli
for forty years. Three brothers stir-
viee him, one of them in the sunny
south preaching., while the others
were with itifil 'hiring his last hours
His funeral was pre:to-lied by Rev. J
1'. Ilarro.w at his late residence and
hill remains were interred in the old
family burying ground. Thus has
passed away one of Christian coun-
ty s best men, and the rhurch has lost
a true Christian, the wife a good hus-
band and the children an affectionate
father. His place v, ill be bard to till
and many will remember his kind
deeds, and the name of "Uncle Mar-
tin" will not man, be forgotten.
In the bright eternal eity
Death eon net et% never I' 
In hue own good time he'll call us
Fri ern mar rest to 1 • swet t
We shall sleep, but not forev..r,
There will be a glorious dawn;
We stain meet to part, no never,
On the rein rreetion )))))
Fettsse.
•
An Eminent Doetor'a Preseerlpiloon.
Dr. C. P. Henry, Chicago, III., who
ha- practiced medicine teeny yearn
says: Lest Spring he used and pre-
scribed Clarke's Extract of Flax (Pa-
pill(n) Skin Care in 40 or 50 eases,
awl never knew a ease where it failed
to cure. '-1 kssow of no remedy I can
rely ori so implisitly." Positive cure
for all diseases of the Skin. -Applied
extt•rually.
Clarke's Flax Sots is best for Ba-
bies. Skin Cure $1.00. Soap 25 cents.
At H. B. Garner's Drug Store.
MAKING LAWS.
The legislature l'a•ssil born • Impart-
:nit Bills Yesterday.
I The immigration. Unreal' Appropria-
.
Doti-the 3ittl-Trusa Bill, Etc.
FRAN K K v., Jim. 23.-M r.
Kinkead, of file Judiciary Commit-
tee, stated tlint Mr. Wallace, of Louis-
ville, was unwell and deeireel to be
exeused frsen eervice on that com-
mittee liii liv elect:son investigation.
Tee eeee„,. el,. granted without ob-
jection. Mr. \\*alleer Is confined to
his rooni.
Mr. Cox uttered a joint resolution
lies ever directing the thivern-
or to &meant it euxtodian of the re-
feuds sir the Kt ntiteky Illetorical
Sct•iety at a salary of Ceuta) a year,
with an a year for
rent*, elf'.
A resolution offered by Mr. Coffey
was adopted, shred lug the Commit-
tet• tie ['denial Improvements to
bring in it bill establishing a uniform
system of public roadie
Mr. Langley's resolution directing
the State Treasurer to take nit erred!)
cheeks issued by J. W. Tate in pay-
ment of tiai mu.. against the state was
exiled up and passed.
A sharp debate eanie up over the
bill to give owners of studs, jacks
una bulls a lien upon all the get of
their stoek for the service price. The
hill was poised.
The act to submit the local option
queetion in Boyle county was passed.
'file bill to require the outtanone
and return of an officer thereon to be
recorded-was lost.
The Judieiary Committee reported
the bill to fix the compensation of
Commonwealth's Attorneys at $3,000
instead of the preeent fees, with a
recommendation that it should not
pass. The House defeated the bill by
refusing to order it to a second read-
ing.
'file Committee on Judiciary fa-
vorably reported a bill to establish a
Criminal Court for the relief of time-
Marion Circuit Court, the t•ounty of
Marion agreeing to bear all over $500
of the additioual expeuse. The bill
was made a special order for Friday.
resolution was adopted author-
izing the State Treasurer to sell cer-
tain coins found es the vaults at the
time of the 'rate defalcation, which
are mutilated and otherwise reduced
in value.
Mr. Weil's resolution for a joint
committee to Investigate the cost of
common school text books, was re-
ferred to the Committee on Educe-
(ion.
The resolution of Mn; Hillis, offer-
ed at the beginning of the session, for
an investigation of Herten and Per-
ry counties, came up in the order of
the (lay, but was ruled out of order.
Both houses have already adopted
such a resolution.
The vote by which the resolution
was defeated, ordering all bills amend-
iug time code to be printed, was re-
considered anti adopted.
In the senate.
The senate did a good piece of werk
in passing the bill to establish a State
'turrets of Immigration and informa-
tion. It was not done without con-
siderable protest on the part of the
non-progressive members of their
body, who attempted in various ways
to cripple the bill and make it con-
form to their Eighteenth-century
ideas. Senator Stewart, of Floyd,
offered an amendment to reduce the
amount of the appropriation from
$2U,000 to 0,600. The amendment was
defeated, only Senators Berry, Con-
ner, Luneford, Martin, Patterson,
Peterman, Stewart and Wright vot-
ing for it. An amendment by Sena-
tor Poyntz to fix the appropriation at
$10,000 was rejected. Another aniseed
ment by Senator Dieltereon to make
the appropriatiou "not exceed te11,-
0510" wits adopted. An amendment
from Mr. Peterman to strike out the
words "per year" in the appropriation
clause, also went to the wall, as did
one from Senator Paul to appropriate
$2.5,111)0. The bill then received its
third reading and was passed, only
four votes being recorded against it;
these were Berry, Conner, Stewart
aud Petermau.
llie senate reeelved a message from
the Governor withdrawing,the nom-
ination of IA Porter Thompson, for
librarian, to 1111 the 'acant term till
next J cue.
'the anti-trust bill was passed, and
Senator Kemp entered a motion to
reconsider.
Senator Poyntz obtained leave fora
state.
Senator 
require a lice m nee from sleeping
ear companies doing busiuess in the
'ferry obtained leave for a
bill to resubmit the liquor question
its Logan county.
Senator Dickerson asked leave for
a bill amending the act of the legis-
lature re-gulatiiig. the discipline of the
penitentiary, known as the Dicker-
son Parole Bill., The bill, in view of
the oucceesful operation of the parole
system, proposee to remove the pres-
ent restrictitspis and allow the com-
missioners to parole as many prison-
ers as they may see tit. At present
they are lindted to live per cent of
the whole 'lumber of convicts.
Senator Olean (obtained leave for
a bill to prevent the abuse of the
right now existing to swear judges
oil the bench and seleet special
judges. e
Setiator liendrieks olitained leave
for a bill to amend the general Meal
oetion law of the state. It makes
some changes in the penalties aud
puts further restrictions tilem drug-
gists gelling whisky in local option
districts. -
'liar Joint essission.
The So.nate and house met In joint
assembly to elect a state librarian, to
till the vaeaney from the present thee
till June, MO.
The einatiiittee sitpoilittsi Tuesday
ripened that (toe. Buckner luasl
withdrawn Mr. Thompson's nomina-
tion in orikr tmsut in elliiiiirraSs
assembly as to its duty and It•aviug
it free to elect Mr. Thompeon. No
one else was nominated, and Mr.
l'hompeon was ttttt 'sly eleeted.
'lite joint essembly then dissolved,
and the senate adjourned.
Pensions for Kentucky.
W SU I NOT0N, Jan .25.-}'emisioners
for Kentueky: (It-o. W. i :Hines+, Fast-
view; Pavid C. Dallitlehl, Empire:
Jacob H. Neu ton, N'ietoria; Erasmus
L. Has ks, Lexington ; Henry C.
Norton, Miller's t 'reek ; Wns.
father of Joseph P. Clark, Crofton ;
John, father of John C. Langley, Big
Clifly : widow of 1412, Temperance,
widow of Charles. White, Pon.
• •••••••
litorekeepers and (.augersu
te estifi 'eerie, Jan. 2C-The Nil-
lowing storekeepers and gaugers were
appointed yesterday for 1Centueky:
in. S. Fox for tiatallk-dmi:lir,iiti•st
E. I). If. Cluemisers fer the eighth
PREFERRED LOCALS.
LAND FOR SALE.
210 acres of land near Belleview
Ky. 110 acres cleared, 100 aeres ivell-
thnberell. This place hots good im-
provements on it and is well-c' tered.
IS situated In a good neightt. cod,
convenient to sehools anu ses,
and is 2te miles from Gracey, a eepot
on the I. A. 111 T., railroad. For
further, particulars apply to,
noeltf. W. e. W I I.LTA 090N.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
A!gllee's Sale,
Mouy,tianaty 2 014
'I Will dispose et the
Ithe etoe e of Dry Goods.
1Clotbing, Boors and
;Shoos of IKE Lip-,
iSTINE'A at cost. Th4te
i goods must be -old in
the aixt thirty de.ys.
All goods sold strictly
for cash.
R. H. Holland,
titt is IN 4.
GISH CORNER.
ASSIGNEE.
Tobacco is Cheap
And John Moayen the
Farmers' Friend, will
sell you goods at to-
bacco prices.
1014 all wool blankets-pair... $ 2.00
1014 " " home-made " 3.00
$:))(I) Overcoats now at  10.00
$15.00 14 6 1 " at  7.50
$5.00 6 I • 6 1 4 4 at  2.50
$15.00 Ladies.' Cloaks at ..... 7.50
and other goods in pro-
portioee I meali busi-
nesFe so call on the
Farmers' Friend and
save money.
dll&wtf. JOHN MOA YON.
FOR SALE.
A farm containing 316 acres, well
improved, 3 miles south of Treuton.
It. CARDIN, Trenton, Ky.
Dec. 27 1 m-wkly.
riuguid & Wells.
9th street, near depot, keep a choice
lot of Staple and Fancy Groceries on
hand constantly, and in connection
with their stock will keep a choice
lot of Fresh Meat, Vegetables, etc.,
in season. Give. them a call.
Wyly & Burnett
Have a full line of Pure
Dregs and all Patent
Medicines. Special at-
tention paid to pre-
scriptions.
For Rent.
A cottage on 9th street. Apply to
Wm. Emile, at Ice Factory.
Purify your blood
with S. S. S. at Wyly &
Burnett's.
HAMS.
We have just receiv-
ed a choice lot of Suger
Cured Hams, weighing
from eight to fourteen
pounds. We will sell
them at 12'. cents.
Good country lard at
9 cents
CLARK & JOHNSON,
"The Boy Grocers."
& Wallace
Real Estate,
Collectin and
Mao rance X.gens
M."101M
One of the most desirable residences
in the city for sale at a bargain, situ-
ated on stoutli Main street and known
as time Sant Fox property.
A first-class buttiuess house for sale
on reasonable terms, situated on S.
E. Con of 9th and Clay Ste., Hop-
kinsville, Ky.
A farm of 125 acres, situated 1 12
miles south from Hopkinsville, Ky.,
oil ('ox Mill road. Improvements
good. 115 acres cleared and 10 scree
in timber
For sale, lots in Stites' addition to
Hopkinsville, Ky. These lots are
well located and are situated west
and east of R. It. track.
McPherson lots situated OD 1101Jih
side of 15th St., Hopkinsville, Ky.
11 desirable lots for sale. Situated
on east side of Clarksville St., in
Hopkinsville, Ky., belonging to the
Wallace heirs, anti being a part of
Sharp addition to the city of Hop-
A farm of 105 acrett 3 miles east of
Crofton, all limeetone land, well im-
proved, sell at a bargain.
400 acres tit land ti miles emelt of
I lopkinsville, Ky., for sale. Ini-
p-oventent good and land limit-class.
Terms reasouable.
slit ellitiaS on Elm Street for sale.
16 Brown " " "
" East of Clarksville St., for
dwelling west aisle of 'Virginia St.
" east " "
Building lots u-ell located in any
part of the city.
2 dwellings on West eitle of Nerth
Main street just beyond the Bock
Bridge.
3 dwellingt+ on Elm St. at a bargain.
1 deviling ces East Liberty Street.
1 dwelling on East stifle ssfairginia St.
1 dwelling near Clarksville St.
1 dwelling on West side of S. Vir. St.
1 resistenee on N. Bryan St., Hop-
kinsville, Ky., 6 rooms and all neer:4-
eery out-buildings. Terms easy.
1 residence on West side of North
Main St., liopkinoiville, Ky., 6 rooms
and all necessary out-buildings..
Will sell at a bargain.
FOR RENT.
1 dwelling on Campbell St.
1 6 6 " inth and Clarksville St.
I • 
" South side eth St.
1 " " Elm St.
5 room house clod side Jessup
enue. Price $11.:50 per month.
Meal I plaee situated sits east side
North Main St. Large lot with sta-
ble.
Poinde s ter place situated on wt•st
side of South Main St. Larire house.
servants rooms and stable.
5 room house. Tenth and Clarks-
ville street. Price $12 per month.
Foit RENT-A neat house and lot
on corner of Liberty and 10th See
INSURANCE.
A v-
We write all classes of fire
and tornado insurance and
prompt settlements in case
of loss. Real estate bought
and sold on commission.
Loans negotiated, houses
rented and rents collected;
property listed with us for
sale advertised free of charge
to owner.
Callis & Walace,
illrOttice in rooms lately occu-
sl ies post-oMee.
Hopkinsville, - - Ky
Commissicthers Sale.
Christian Court of Common I'leas, Ky.
The Chriatianco.linion Turnpike 
CO., etc. Against Equity.
It. I'. Owsky and others. 
t
By eirl use of &judgment mod order of sale
°rine Christian Court of l'oin mon Pleas, ren-
dered at tit:- .Novemher term (h. roof. ligei, In
Ifs' asso%e cause, I shell pro -toed to offer for
bald aim II. court It use door. tit Ilopkiiisville.
Ky., to the highest ladder, •t ,puens ass •him.
,sis Nionsisiy the ard day of February. lose. at
II u•'cioek a. in . or thereabout, (being i'ounty
, Cou.t day; upon a credit of Woe months. the
I folhos-ing de•erlbed property to-wit: • house
1 and lot situated. in Htatitimoville, Ky., on
I South Main Street, the lot contains about
1 two acres of land. It nen upon II a large and
,.s.infortable dwelling I • eontaining II
1 rooms and all neeeles try outbuildings. this
1 place l• oil tutted in a delight ml he whisorlitied
and is one of the newt desirable a ad N II I WI I /IC
Platsees 1.1 Hopkins% ill... It is the eanii• 1.IIICPsere Mr. $I T. Fos formerly resisted andwhich Wm. 11.11.1rMilill. DOW resides. Or suM-
eii•et titer of to produce the monis of movie)
or ered to lw ninde, u,.... writing to 4---. F. .r
ill. etiretne.e price I Iii • ptirel.aser , with ap-
proved sung% or ouret ie.. utast execute tonal,
bearing legal Interest (rims the dsy of Kale
until paid. and having the ("me and effect of
a replevin tiond. iii, ens will be prepared to
comply promptly with these Lerma;
it! Vrita NA'tion.
d oud till tiVi. 5fasterettuniiiisinotier
ESI RAY NOTICE
Taken up as an estrav by James M. Cayce.
living five miles from flop kingvIlle, near *be
Pi.Ius,vra road. one small, black horse mule,
aged about 2 year* next spring, no markt or
braudo. been sheared OWN.. whirls I have ap-
praised at $31.110. Witness my band this tbzo
'LOA duty of lateember. Den.
4. M. D. Davi k, J. I.C.C.
I husk at JUGS
and
BOTI'LES
FREE
For the Choicest
Wines, !Atmore,
Beer, or Rye
Whisky 12 years
old at 15 cents a
drink call at
Iliciett! Bath
see 
.-"..Next door to the I
Wets-Its d lot IvNEw ERA office,
They will treat you fair and appre-
elate your patronage. Bourbon Whis-
ky, red or white, $1 50 to $4 00 per
or .50s. per quart up.
Free Lunch at all Hours.
r..-NO FOR OUis CATALOGUE.,
ATLAS ENGINE WORKS,
INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
STATEMENT
el '1111 - -
City Bank
Hopkinsville, Ky.,
At close of business Dec. 31, leste
BESOT Ill 'ES.
Notes and Bills Discounted ...... ilinx),91% 42
Dela in suit 469 $I
134411 ICI ill( I-LOUP& . 6,0110
sight Egebangs 11111.7ta 54
Cash  same 15 IS1.7011 SS
N
Dimities-1En.
capital atork . i NAM nit
Surplus Fund 47,105 so
Undivided Profits NI 59
Individual Depositors 171090
bur to Banks 7.1111 0
Dividends Unpakl 
  at 
55
Dividend No. 19, this day 0
tail.ltla 94
Ruleseribed aud sworn to before me by E. B.
Long, Cashier, this January lot, IWO
II. It. LITTELL.
Notary Pubils-.
Christian Circuit Court
4111t3a.
SIE-AmtiStat:mt
(-• ondit ion of the
BANK Or OPKINSYILLE,
December 31st, 1889.
,1119801.711C10.
Loans and disc/hints 1111116,721td
Real estate Gor debt 
Banking house  =41
roan • • OR,41)% 1*
Sight exchange isese,(55
seresse11
Capital stock ... ... ries.f03 W
*turning' I it nd 
lint hank,. $ 21.55's fit
Due depositors ... 2007 C 2007 13
Die
iaTi=lt rats day ...... 7;0, i•
11.542.7 U
J. E. MeParttrhss.
Ce41.11 Irr
Subseribed and sa'afa to before nae tnis day
Ian 1st, Iffial. .1. P. littanthr,
Notary Pewit: t C.
John W. MaenPriliersotei
Exparte. STATEMENT
Nannie I'. McPherson.
'This day came the petitioner. John W. Mc-
Pherson and :innate P. Mepheraan, wife-,
by attorney. and flied In t tie office of the clerk C /NT= fr 
I ClwIrof t he l;bristisri Ct rruIl 5 ourt their . xparte
petition praying that the letnale 
.jetItioner.
>;annle P. Me Peer...it, be empowered hy de-
cree to tow. enjoy and convey for her ou to
use and benefit any pmperty mhe mar own sir
Lereofter :e quire free Irwin the rialtos or
debts of her wild husband. 414 411 II W. McPher-
son. tneke contracts, sue and he sind as mu
'single woman mid mis triad' hi her own name
and to dispose of her propertj Its will or
deetil It is ordered that a eopy of this order
lie puhlt•lied Its the Kentucky New Era, a
newspaper publialted In Hopkinsville. for the
perks!" of ten days, as required by law.
This January 21st. Iona.
C. M. Baowx, Clerk.
A copy attest :
C. M. BROWN, clerk C. C. C.
.1. W. Smith &co.,
7111 STREET SALOON,
In the rear of Bank of Hopkinsville.
Just opened and everything fresh,
clean aud attractive. Will keep al-
ways on hand the PUREST AND
OLDEST WHISKIES, the CHOIC-
EST WINES and BRANDIES, and
a fine line of favorite brandt of KEY
WEST and DOMESTIC CIGARS.
dlmo.
Estray Notice.
Taken up as a stray by G. E. Bowling
aroma four miles west of (rofton. Ky., on Inc
sib lsi of November, 110II, one black horse
milk., 20 %ears old. HO mark or brands. Ap-
praised iwfore me, this the lath day of No-
v.-inner. Heft. J. It. Litt ksoN. J. P. s. C.
A ;praised at •25.
-OF VHF-
miters Bank,
Hopkinsville, Ky,
December 31, lfiSS.
RESOURCES.
IC(' at , e nn-I It ils 1)h:counted 11424%4 r
sight F:iti-liatiage 42,1864 'a
q 'dire P urn iture . 2,46 r.
1;,..,1 Esi ate Pour Debt   61017 att
Sowks find Bonds  Smuts W
Ca•h  14,716)5
010.221 45
1.1A /31LJTIF5i 
Capital Block $ "MAW 00
indt% Must I otopositors  172.42 05
Due Other Banks ..... 
• 
:4591 511
Dividend No. SD, this day  1.45) SS
Surplus Fund  1500 00
1' sidivided ..... 1,407 411
0011.0145
W. I- Tr. ICE. Cashierr.
subscribed and sworn to before me, this
January 1st, 100. Ike 1-. SMITH.
Notary Pnblic.
Baum Livery Feed & Saleable
South Main Be.,. Ropkineville,
7. Tett. MiCIF'ICITsTE4. 1P-rosp's.
Engem'. Hacks, Driving and Saddle Horaea
al wa:vo ready. Horses and Mules bonen and
A rsonimirylioue stork pen etuteased.
ms and drivels rartillated to consinerc:s1
ers and others at any time Provender
c sale at Rats 11 or In Bulk
WARM SHOES & SLIPPERS
FOR 50 and 75c.
5 Doz. Men's Felt Slippers, sizes 6 to 12. Themost comfortable house slipper for winteryou can buy at 50c. former price
6 Doz La.:Iies' Felt Slippers, 3 to 8, at 50 cents.Former price .. -
6 Doz Ladies High Lace Felt Shoes with leath-er soles, sizes 3 to 8, down to 75 cents. For-mer price - - - $1.0:
Children's Rubbers 10c former price 20c.
J.H.Anderson & Co.,
L 33 3 CORNER. BUSH'S OLD STAND
THE FIRST
Slaughter Sale
Will be commenced at the clothing house of Pye, Dicken & Wall's
On Thursday Jan. 16, 1890.
And what you and every other reasoning citizen of Christian Couty
wants to know is how, where and when to buy the best goods for the
least money. We haxe been able since starting in busiiaes§ in Hopkins-
viile. 117., to p-ivo teis inforaation correctly, a,na do tt without charge,
and if you will take the trouble to examiee our prices below, or what Is
more satisfactory, ex :mine the goods, and get the prices, you will be
convinced that we have no competition in prices, when values are con-
sidered our stack of
BOOTS .1k• 2, SHOES
Are complete, and our prices are lower than ever before.
Few Of Our Bargains:
Boys' and Gents' Linen Collars, late style, this g000d only for
weeks -
Gents' Linen Cufis -
Scotch mixed underwear, medium weight, mens' sizes retail
for 50 cents - - -
Whith cotton underwear, heovy weight, mens' sizes
Camels Hair Underwear
Striped cotton underwear. extra heavy weight, worth 75c
All-wool red underwear, all sizes -
All-wool striped underwear, retails everywhere tor isl.25.
Your choice of any boys' overcoat, worth from $4 to $7 60 '
11c.
25c
39c
41c
44c.
49c.
79c.
$400
Mens' Suits From $4.00 Up.
Pye, Dicken & Wall.
•
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MARBLE_ WORKS.
(014
CDg
0
FiCD
SAMUEL HODGSON
-Importers and M:11111f:teturers of-
5
* 
GRANITEANIY MARBLE MONUMENT.
cab... The Beat Material and most Aniline Work at the Lowest Pikes. ...ay
F. M. WHITLOW, of ilopkinsvIlle, Is my solicitor for the sale of Work.
SAMUEL HODCSON.
WM . 11. TURNLEY. ED. TCRNLEY.
Win.H.TURNLEY & BRO.,
Tobacco Salesmen
-A N
60MMISSION MERCHANTS
Elephant Warehouse
CLARKSVILLE, TENN
never speculate directly or indirectly in Vilma..., t 'ar ful anent'. in to the Interest ofstonier" and best prices obtained. Advaaees made on Tobacco in Store. All Tobaccoat owner'. expense unless otherwise instriteLed In %riling
•
JAMF.S WEST, Salesman
NAT GAITHER, Manager.
PLANTERS WAREHOUSE
The NatGaither Co., Proprietors.
Tobacco Commission Merchants.
HOPKINSVILLE, - KENTUCKY.
Four months free storage to planters.
E .00 i POLK CANSLER
Cooper & Cansler,
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE STABLE,
HOPKINSITTLLE, ----- - - - KENTUCK
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
JON FELANP, Jr.,
Att Jrney at Law,
Frac:Ice Ill alt the eourts of the common-
wealth, use iiari of Appeals and -he
United States Court.
OfRos over Pelree & Downer's.
HUNTER WOOD. 0 M. BILL
WOOD & BELL
Honeys At Law.
OFFICE IN HOPPER BLOCK, UP STAIRS
Will practice in :the courts of Christian
and adjeataing counties d•tw
D. L. JOHNSON,
Attorney at Law,
Will practice In all the courts of the com-
monwealth. entice upstairs In the McDanielblock.
Especial attention paid to the collection of
claims. deoiLk w
A. H. CLAP-le J. I. LANES.
Landes & Clark.
AttorneysatLaw
Hopkinsville, Ky.
WI W. CLARK,
AftorneyAt Law.
Office with Judge McCarron, near courhouse, Hope I nay il'e, Ky.
Will practice ID thicourta of Christian and
adjoining counties
FS 'N....la! attention paid to the collection of
desalt w tf
Bethel Female College,
;Exclusively for Young Ladles,.
The Pall ticauton Will Open on
IONDAY, AUGUST 26. 1889.
Distinguished teachers of the Ancient and
Modern Languages are added to the faculty.Mrs. J 11. Rust will preside. Special arrange-
mente may be made by ladies not connected
with coltege for aomisaion Into the CIAMI•ell in
Music, Art, Elocution, Mathematics or the
Modern Language. For informal en call on
or addrese the President.
T. W. BUST HopkierrBle. Ky.
Eclectic -:- Magazine
Foreiil,Litorature,Scieure &Att.
1890. 46th YEAR.
The Foreign Magazines embody the best
thoughts of the ablest writers of kurope. It
Is the also of the ECLECTIC MAC/AEI:6E to se-
lect and reprint theme soiree«. The plan of
the ECLECTIC inductee science, Essays, Re-
views, Biographical Sketches, Historical Pa-
pers, Art Criticism, Travels, Poetry, and
Bhoh. Stories, from
THE ABLEST WRITERS IN THE WORD,
The following are toe names of some of the
leading authors whose articles appear in the
pages of the Electic.
AUTHORS:
Rt. Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
Alred Tennyson,
Professor Tyndall,
W. H. Neikirk,
J. Norman Lock yen P. K. S.,
E A. Freeman, D.C. L.,
E. B. Tyler.
Prof. Max Huller,
Prof Owen,
Henry Tatne,
James Anthony Fronde,
Thomas Hughe 4.
Algernon C. Swinburne,
'William Black,
Mrs. Oliphant,
Cardinal Newman.
Cardinal Manning.
Mira Thackeray,
Thomas Hardy,
Robert Buchanan,
Etc., Etc.
The Eleet le enables the American reader to
Steep himself Informed on the great (luminous
.411* day throaighout the world, and no in-
tellIgeht .kmediMn can afford to be without
.r.
The Sieettc comertees each year two large
volualiss ot over 1700 pages. Each of themeohmss contains a tine steel engraving,
which adds initeb to the attractions of the
Tr,ftN/4.--141ngle copies, 46 cents, one copy,
one year, Re AN e copies, DD. Trial auteterip-
Goo for three months, H. The ELLCTIC
any .4 to nbittue, D.
K. B. FELTON, Publisher,
Bond (Street, New York.
VOICE armee Ohba Mere a.'demi of kr tana-ger.. of rodeo, Oblo
• writs, ''Wes•t work ou • 0r40 fee
a mem , I a.. have es seesey
rtd s. C. All.. At,. elbows sod mobil-
e • d Maga wake SiM • der.'(sigma) W. H. liaaatoo•.
WHIM 11.15o. Hatrabors, r...
milest .1 howl serer loon
oral., to sell like your •Iltust
omarrday4 took man roottelt topay me over B*.3 C. J
Dossor. M.. +AtmWm ea order fe.r roar *Memel00I•'00! hem. 1 raitu_Ay
boa.* a• mar ka• WHO
O r • sIngl• day •work. -OMere are dole. gel..
Ye* leor rpere to ie.. as-
h.. their letters. Etery
set sho takes bold Odds mad berehame Mtge spread proemShall we start YOU in this business.
reed,' Write toes sad leers oil &boat It for year-self. We
ere Nartlogr many start you if you don't delay use4
another tr." sherd of you in yoar pen ,Ite rostotre. IfyoeWag bold yoe wt.:1 I, able to pleb up gold foot ar-Ilitesie-scceiget of • foreed masefeeturer s sele l$6,Ss. teadollar Plo.tegratth Alarm. onto en i. lb*eggPM for 113 limed te Iltotal Silk Veleetinv. rheum cbreorsted HsoWeomeet al Iwito• in
world. Largest Waw. tgreereer [magi. Imo.. An.,wasted. [Morel Irma. hie mousy for eeetits. Ant- ore ranbecome • eurrersful agest. Sells itself on sight-liltI, or,.mik kite memnery knave, padre., every oar ...t• to per-rimer. Aerate telt• of ordem pita rspollf. wryerbefore brews. 11/rrat pr...1/•••••11.Arrry worker. A tre•t• •reistaktne t..rettoes. laelitsmake  emelt •• ewe. T.ws, reeler,
rata doss well Aso say Full isforuteron sod tetroe few,.
I,. tbowe telto st rite same, with par.-0,d r. and irew.• I. r onelendly 1,,les, !took. sod Periodic-iv,. ,,o, Ito or 0.1,
.• •urilo r. b, •otoo
A .• / Al E- AIn. Mete&
Se.MJ Cd. 0.1.1CATAILOGUESso, SKICES
ATLAS ENGINE WORKS,
INDIANAPOLIS. IND.
012 Win ZESC: XACEZI.1... • 1.01404 It•KAT.I. RA., staidVefger Mare.. le the 1- S. livery /armee Itsotelt ferias 11.114er •t lowest ewe Ape. • muted.Writs for rata.goo me3.1Y. 1233:2T,1011 Zia 11,2ellusyo1is
agie Peet err [gamely.
SAYRE FEMALEYEINTUFJ
.t s- - . oistl tor young ladle..or, •.• .1 - , I. ., ,f(. tty years uoder tbePrini-i pal. Kindergarten,er..aary. Academic and I I.-dthte Department..Art. Music, Waivers Languages, and full toltegi-course. porgoto system of litenissig andIreattkatliem. Larao ground• and building...it!)
.;e•ridr apparatus for CIVOI I to.truct Ion Numbersmrderl t,, thirty aft. For catalogueap.,iy to U.. B. 1.1MCLEI...1.11.311, PriimeSpal.
TO MACKINAC
SUMMER TOURS.
PALACE STEAMERS. Low RATES.
four Trip. per Weak Between
DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
[dolt 81. Man., and Lake
Samoa Way Pori.
leery Wask Day Between
DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
[pedal Saaday Tele damp: J•m, Pair, •..ree as pee.
Doable Daily Lana areese
CHICAGO AND ST. JOSEPH, MICH.
OUR I LLUSTPISC'ED M•al•HLFT3
Same and Riouref n 'nears will b. In alto, a
bay'.," Ttoke •, nt, or • d no
E. B. W.ITcOtte. G. P A., fle-a
irtmit • e 
DETECTIVE
unty. Shrewd moo to art under11.-•ro I •L • • • s -ret ••. Experi.ioa nittO f este, . 
ti,.
Fuger, 1 “it f • •I•-•/ I
r • offer, of •• I • f rCianneeLieteslive BereauCe.
,;
ti n
JOHN C. ELLIS,
Livery, Feed aud Sak
Corner Virginia and Eighth streeta
Keepir a full line of horses and
vehicles.
7th Street, HOPHINSVILLE, KY.
We have the neatest and best
equipped shop In the city. None butflret-class and experienced barbers
employed. Polite, attentive and sat-isfaction guaranteed. (live ilea call.
%Ve r.-ish a fewEs
t L to the 
whole.mei/ I,/ sent ou
{WI tome. e ate the larg
rill • 11 DW' :cern ae-111.1.. Eitel., -
.00Centennial ;sestet/enter Co., PER 
DAY.}ma 
t • , 
" WAGES
are
.'•
4
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
TtliS Ti.-,. A marveofpurity, strength and wholesomentnis more
economical than the ordinary kinds, and
• annot be wild in competition with the multi-tude of low test, short weight alum or phos-phate pew•lers. sold only In eans Recr•L
RAKING Pow Das Co.. 105 Wall Mt N
PARKER'S
HAM "ALSAM
Cle.n s taatiat• t17 I-au.
to me:, C las.fri-nt St
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DM MOINES, Jen. 17.-The joint
caucus of the republican menaseris of
the House and eenate met last night.
Every member was present except
three, who are sick, and they sent
proxies. Wm. B. Allison was uomi-
nated to succeed himself in the
United States Senate upon the first
ballot. He received the vote of every
member present, seventy-eigla in all.
This insures his re-election by a
majority of three. When a coin-
imittee brought Senate!. Allison into
the room after his honimation he
was received with ringing cheer.)
anti ripplauee. He made a brief
speech, promising to devote Iris abili-
ties to protecting and caring Yet. the
great industry of the Northwest-
agriculture. He cited the revenue,
currency and transportation ques-
tious as especially important.
Leese Failure*.
ADAIRVILLE, KY., Jan. I7.-An-
other merchant has gone by the
board. The failure less than two
weeks ago of a dry goods Inerchaut
of this city named Lee Myers, and to-
day we have to report the financial
downfall of Mr. Frank L. McKernan,
one of the largest and most popular
dry goods merchants in our town. He
has made an aes:gnment and his
liabilities are about $32,000, and assets
about $8,000 or $10,000.
elcKeruan is an active young man
and has always seemed to do a large
and profitable business. His store is
very large and he always carried a
handsotne stock and, besides dry
goods, he had a milinery department.
He has a hoot of friends all over
Southern Kentucky who will be sur-
prised and greatly distressed by his
misfortune. It is believed thnt he
will soon arrange his financial troub-
les.
STILL ANOTHER.
ADAIRCILLE, KV., JIM. 17.-S. W.
Goode, a clothing merchant of this
city, was ettached by the Henry L.
Crane Boot and Shoe Company, of
Cincinnati, for $1,000 to-day, and by
Hess, Heule & Co., of Louisville, for
This morning lie made an as-
signment to M. L. Fugate for the
benefit of his creditors. His mewl,
are estimated at $5,000 sad his liabili-
ties are $5,000.
Recently Kroker & Milliken, the
largest drug firm in this place, made
an assignment, and shortly after the
$10,000 stoek of dry goods ewned by
Leopoll Myers wan aliment./ for debt.
Last night F. L. 31e•Ke:aan, by far
the largest, dry goods nierchaut in
Adairville executed a deed of assign-
ment to M. L. Fugate, Cashier of the
People's Bank, for the benefit of his
creditors, and this morning, Goode,
who is a half-brother of McKernau,
WW1 driven to the wall by a mortgage
of $2,800 to NIcKernan, which is em-
braced in McKernan's assets, also as-
signed to the same party. These two
assignments right upon the heels of
tee two other failures are causing
eoneiderable exeiteineut in financial
circles here.
•••
DEATH Mt' A DUKE.
Ei-King of ?pain Fans a Vitalist
to the Gripmottia.
TURIN, Jan. 00.-Priuce Almaden,
Duke of Aosta, brother of the King
and formerly King of Spain, died
here at p. tn. Saturday. He was
conscious at the morneat of his death
and received the Pope's bleesieg from
Csrdival Alituonda. The Duke died
of pneumonia, and had been but a
few days. King Humbert's 1)1qt-ireful
came from Rome on Friday to attend
him. All the Greaten in the king-
do tn are closed and state festivities
discontinued. The Duke of Amite
was -15 years old. He was King of
Spain from Dec. 4, 1870, until Feb.
11, 1873, when he abdicated.
The King arrived here at 1 o'clock,
and it was then known the end was
near. The Duke recognized His
Majesty. Besides the King, the
Duke'e wife, his children, his sister,
the Princess Clothilde, and all his
nearest relatives, were present at his
death. This event interrupts and
will stop the proposed journey to the
east of the Prince of Naples.
RT OUT OF PLACE.
Curious Diearranbrenient of a Spring-
field Mari's system, Which. Hou -
ever, Causes Hint .No
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO., Jan. 111-The
medical fraternity n -.iris city is in-
terested in tin ram just come to light,
that Charles Besllu, Ul this city, has
a curious displaceiueut of his v lel or-
gans. HIS heart la on Lire 'eget bide
of the chest. Bareou is a hearty
young inau of lee au.. Is a draughts-
luau arid engineer' e erketi
In the firm of Chi dote rie t
periences no ill effecter from the .1
ique eimplaceineut, mud aetiv ),
eugaged da.ly iu his professiou. fir
beating of the heart can be imitate
felt on the right side. His circuia-
tiou is regular atid him pulse uormal.
Mr. Breslin says when he was a little
troy he was thrown Doer a rieavy farm
wagon, and two wheels pumped ob-
liquely across his chest. He was ill
for some time from the injury, and
believes that the heart was shoved
over to its present position by the
wheels, aud that his circulation anti
vital organs filially accominotiated
themeel Yes to the enauge. The on'y
trotiole Mr. Bresliu has ever experi-
enced was two years ago, when lie
had pneumoLia, and there was a con-
stant cramped or stuffy sensation
about the new heart location.
Remarkable Case of Dropsy.
MONTICELLO, ILL-, Jan. 20.-Itha-
mer Meredith was tapped yesterday
for the thirty-first time by Dr. Cald-
well, who has taken from Meredith's
abdomen 2,000 pounds of water dur-
ing the last two years. The incisions
cover a space of the size of a half-
dollar. Mr. Meredith is in his seven-
ty-seventh year, yet is able to be on
the streets in a short time after earth
operation is performed. Medical
men consider his case most remark-
able, and are watching the outcome
with great interest.
A Scrap of Paper Save* Her Life.
It was just an ordinary scrap of
wrapping paper, but it Paved her life.She was in the last stages of con-
sumption, told by physicians that
she Was incurable and could live only
a short time; she weighed less than
seventy pounds. On a piece of wrap-ping paper she read of Dr. King'sNew Discovery, and got a samplebottle; it helped her, she bought alarge bottle, it helped her more,bought another and grew better fast,
continued its use and is now strong,healthy, rosy, plump, weighing 140pounds. For fuller particulars spend
stamp to W. H. Cole, Druggist, FortSmith. Trial bottle of this wonder-ful discovery free, at H. B. Garner's
Pharmacy.
•••
Killed by Cigarettes.
EDINBURG, IND., Jan. 20.-Young
James Thompson died yesterday of
uleeration of the throat, caused from
excessive smoking of cigarettes, in-
haling the poison. He was of wealthy
parentage.
ee • es.
H. T. Wood, druggist at Forest
City, Ark., says: "Gwen's Pink
Mixture' saved my baby's life whiel
suffering from diarrhocest and summer
oomplalnt.
JONES' LOYALTY.
lie Refused a large 01 tun 11 hick Ile
Polild Have Made
By Heirs) ing t he Hiding Place of John
Wilkes Booth, the Murderer
New Yoirent, IJAanit:Ustinr; 20.-"Johu
Booth, broken leg, sick and
in torture, was put in my hands to be
smuggled acrOss the river, and your
$300,000, yes, or even $3,000,000,
woultiu't have made me turn traitor
to the South by giving him up, even
if I had knowei at the time that he
killed Lincoln." So maid Thomism A.
Jonet., a recently discearged laborer
of the Navy Yard, to Deteetive Cap-
tain Wm. Williams Saturday. Jones'
discharge was through the influence
of Congremsman Mudd, of Maryland,
and by direct order of the Secretary
of the Navy, who had learned the
part that Jones played in
THE F.SCA PE OF BOOTH.
Captain Williams, at the time of
the murder, was 'n the 'secret service
at Washington and in the hunt for
the assassin at that time suspected
Jones and tried unmuccesefully to
pump him, and that these men should
meet again Saturday for the first time
since the occurrence was, to say the
least, remarkable. Said Williams:
"The first stop our search party made
was at Surrattville, where Mr. Sur-
ratt had left a field glass and two car-
bines in Lloyd's tavern for liooth and
Herold. From there we went to
Bryant-0a n, where I met you, and I
can never forget the sanctimonious
face you wore, and you have got it on
to-day. If you had told me where
Booth was, you would have been liv-
ing on Fifth avenue to-day."
"Yes, and I would have had a sou
as black as purgatory," said Jones,
"and the hatred of the POW h."
"Whe placed him it. e natelpe."'
"Samuel Cox, Sunday morning,
April 16. He told me that Booth and
Herold erre hid in a pine thicket a
mile arid a half from the house, and
instructed Dile how to reach them
without being ?mot by whistling in a
certain way. Herold met me in the
thicket and piloted. me to Booth,
wh t, wrapped in tw5 blankets, lay
upon the ground.
Ills FACE FULL OF PAIN.
Booth asked what the Itt ople thought
of his deed, and he appeared te ost
proud of it. I carried 111111 peon tug
CO eat, papers to read, and tr ,
keep him in good spirits mail a
011411,••• would offer to get him acres..
the river. 'I he country was full of
eoldiers and detectives. Oil the fol-
lowing Tuesday I went up to Port
'le bacco to see how the laud lay, and
It was there, in the bar of Brawner's
Hotel, you ssid you would give $300,-
000 to any man who would tell where
Booth was."
"Yes, and if you Lad told me you
would be Generel Jones to-day in-
stead of a discharge navy yard ha-
'That may be true, but honor was
worth more to me than all the e ealth
of die government. At the end of
.he sixth day chance came to help
the ruen, and I went into the thicket
with my horse. 'I lie night was dark,
anti we lifted Booth up on the horse.
I went in advance and Herold walk-
ed by Booth's side. Reselling my
p trade the 'lieu stay in the
orchard a bile I went in and got them
something to eat.
BOOTH BEOGED PITetooseY
To be helped tett the horse and into
the hoese, but I refused because there
were tie. many colored men around.
Bringing out some supper, we stop-
ped there ioug etiouge to eat it and
went down to the river, where my
colored man, Henry Woodland, had
a boat ln readiness. Helping the
crippled matt from the horse into the
boat, I told Herold how to lay his
course St as to- get into Machoetice
creek, where on stepping ashore they
would be in Virginia. Booth thank-
ed me over and over again, and gave
me a few dollars for my boat. I say
a few, for it sea* all I would take of,
the big sum he offered me. That was
the last I saw of Booth. I heard the
next day of Booth's safe arrival on
the Virginia shore, and then, do you
remember, you posted bills ordering
every body to help search for Booth,
and threatening with death any body
who furnished him bread or water?
I was t hen arrested anti sent to Wash-
eteu in charge of Detective Frank-
ed, Phileatelphia, e Ito tried to get
Inc drunk to tell enat I knew.
Wheu tte foueti how badly he failed
ue took it out in cursing. I remained
seven %seeks in Cartel' prison, but
ye,, not used as a witness because no-
body found out that I knew any
tin g."
TAX lee'llelt8 WIN.
One. lease the Viamouit
Tax taac ...titled Reuel/fly.
, ;r Louie% ale 'nines ea, e: "Out-
!spur of the fatuous Muhlenburg
tenuity railroad tate muddle witty!)
lies been occupy' 
-le (7011 ii
Pleas Court for e tese 'Lie
brought to a close thin afterno . tee
result being a victory for the 'axe )-
ers of the county. Severel year.. ago,
when .lie organization known a- the
"United Order of Taxpayers of Multi-
eriburg County," orgailized to resist
lii colleetiou of any tax for the pay-
mu rut of interest priucipal of the
bonds of- Mehlenburg county issued
or the Elizettetlitown anti Paducah
railroad, secured an Mjunction stop-
ping the process of collectiou on the
part of the authorities, it gave an in-
demnity bond. Eventually the in-junction was dismissed in the Federal
Court, and the action decided to day
was to secure damages under the
bond. The result, if sustained
throughout, absolves the aemoeiation
of citizens from paying damages
claimed uncle. the dissolution of the
injunction. The trial was by Jury,
and the attorneys for the plaintiff say
they will have so trouble in securing
a new triai, mince the court plainly
instructed for the plaintiffs. They
will at once move for a new trial."
At.
The Editor's Dream.
The editor sat in his hard-bottom
chair, trying to think of a thought,
and he ploughed all his lingers about
through his hair but not one new top-
ic they brought. He'd written on
temperance, tariff and trade and the
prompect of making a crop, and joked
about ice cream and weak lemonade
'till his readers had warned him to
stop. And, weary with thinking
sleep came to his eyes as he pillowed
his heitri on his desk, when the
thoughts while awake had refused to
arise, came in troops that were
strange and grotesque. Anti as the
fresh ideas airily float, he selects the
bright one of the tribe, and this is the
gem while dreaming he wrote:
"Now is the time to subscribe."-Ex.
Eupepey.
This is what you ought to have,in fact, you must have it, to fully
enjby life. Thousands are searchingfor it daily, and mourning because
they find it not. Thousands %root]thousands of dollars are spent annu-
ally by our people in the hope that
they may attain this boon. And yet
It may be had by all. We guarantee
that Eleetric Bitters, If used accord-
ing to directions and the use persistedin, will bring you (hood Digestion and
oust the demon Dyspepsia and in-
stall instea Eupepsy. We recom-
mend Electric Bitters for Dyspepsia
and all dieeimies of Liver Stomach
and Kidneys. Sold at ba. and $1.00 For lame back,
peg b4741,19 by K. B. earner, druggist. *Won's Porous Planter. rile* 25o
FARM AND GARDEN.
POPULAR SUBJECTS CONSIDERED IN
A PLAIN, PRACTICAL MANNER.
An Illustrated Description of a Few of
the Numerous Sty lee of New York Mar-
keting Packages-- Interesting Facts for
Poultry Breeders.
To attempt a description of the numer-
ous styles of packages shipped to the
New York markets would be practically
an impossibility. While, of course, there
are the regulation packages, which might
be called "standards," every sort of crate,
box, barrel, basket or package that can
well be imagined is used by shippers.
American Garden ventures out of this
medley to bring a few of the marketing
packages into notice as follows:
/0
SOME NEW YORE 111ARISTLNO PACI•OES.
The half barrel or keg (Fig. 4) seems
to be a favorite package among shippers
of grapes, pears, quinces and fancy
applee, although in grapes those shipped
in kegs are mainly from California; the
Malaga grapes are shipped in a different
keg. See Fig. 3. Pears, quinces and
fancy apples come in the small barrels
ftrst mentioned, which hold one bushel,
and are made in the aarne manner as the
larger barrel; some have ventilation
given by oblong slits cut in the staves
as vegetable barrels are often ventilated.
Commission men, as a rule, term the so
called barrels (see Fig. 2) "frauds." As
one man says: "Some of them are about
the size of a inovepipe, not having
enough bulge to hold the hoops on, and
will not hold more, than two bushels of
fruit."
"The old half barrel is done away with
in a great measure," says the same au-
thority. "for they hold too much for a
modern pear grower to make use of
them; they use instead a keg so small
that it would require the contents of four
to six of them to fill a flour barrel."
Figs. 6 and 7 show two styles of pack-
ages for celery, which are frequently
seen in the New York markets; Fig. 7
being used for shipments in the colder
weather. Fig. 1 shows the best of the
ventilated full size barrels that come into
the New York markets; they are used
most largely for vegetables and sweet
potatoes, but many careful packers use
them for the early fall apples.
In tropical fruits great care is used in
the manner of packing and forms of
packages. Our illustrations show sev-
eral packages in which grapes are sent
from California. Fig. 8 is a box holding
two baskets which will hold about three
quarts, while Fig. 5 illustrates another
four basket package, which is admirably
made, precautions for ventilation having
been taken; the holes are made in the
aide of the box as illustrated, and serve
for ventilation through the bottom of
the baskets on the upper tier and over
the tope of the lower tier, the slats being
narrow and only sufficient in number to
properly balance the baskets. Japanese
persimmons are usually shipped in boxes,
as illustrated in Fig. 9, each persimmon
being carefully wrapped in paper and
but one layer placed in a boy- Fancy
peaches, both the earlier and the late
once, are put up in "pony" baskets and
two of them Bet in a crate, as shown in
Fig. 10. Frequently the ordinary straw-
berry crate is used for this purpose and
does nicely.
Late Plotting for Cut Worms.
Protestor C. P. Gillette, of Iowa, is
credited with recommending late fall
plowing-the later the better-for cut
worms in cases where early plowing can-
not be done. When cold weather comes
on in the fall the worms go a few inches
below the surface and shape for them-
selves earthen cells in which they spend
the winter. If the plowing be done after
these cells have been formed, the freez-
ing and thawing of winter and spring
will destroy many of the worms and
many will be picked up by insectivorous
birds. The cut worms are nearly always
worst on ground plowed in the spring.
Red Polled Olen.
As dairy cattle the red polled Nor-
folks are famous in England, but only
recently has this breed been conspicuous
as a butcher's beast.
CHAMPION OF TIM NORWICH SHOW.
The late Norwich fat stock show is
considered by English breeders as hav-
ing been • very noteworthy one, because
for the first time in the history of these
exhibitions of the results of the breeder's
art the popular breed of East englia
has won the championship against all
the breeds as a butcher's animal. The
ox shown in the cut was first in its class
for oxen under 4 years old, best ox or
steer, best animal in the show, and best
animal bred and fed in Norfolk. Last
year it a as first at this ehow in a younger
class, and also won the cup as the best of
its breed. It was also a winner at Smith-
field, e here it was first in its class.
Geraniums in 'Winter.
If the geraniums are expected to
bloom in winter, they should be cut back
considerably as soon as They are done
blooming and then be set in a sunny
place for two or three weeks.
Se-
Hark Tobacco Outlook.
, Western Tobacco Journal.,
Taking into cousideratiop that the
stock of burley in the Cincinnati and
Louisville markets on Jan. 1, 1s90,
are at least 20,000 hogsheads in excess
of stock in the same markets Jan. 1,
1e89, and that the total excess of
stocks of all k inds of leaf tobacco in
the Uuited States markets Jan. 1,
1889, is a little less than 29,000 hogs-
heath, it is apparent that, with a
much smaller crop of dark tobacco
raised in 1889 than 1888, the prospects
for dark tobacco of medium to good
quality ought to be far more encour-
aging than a year ago, and it is a
generally accepted fact that a large
part of the stocks held in the United
States and Europe are hardly fit for
use of any kind, and will remain as
they have for years "keepers," eat-
ing up in interest and charges
much more than can ever be realized
on them. If these could be properly
classified, and consumers and pro-
ducers made aware of their propor-
tion, no doubt there would be a much
more active market for the better
grades that would result in prices
that have for years never beeu reach-
ed by average producers.
; reel
Convincing Proof.
In many inatances it has been proven that
B. B. B. ;Botanic Blond Hal mu,) made by Blood
Beim Co., Atlanta, Ga., will cure bleodpoliani
In its worse phases even when all other treat-
ment falls.
A. Brunson, Atlanta, Ga., writes: "I
had 24 running ulcers on one leg and e on the
other, and felt greatly prostrated. I believe I
actually swallowed a barrel of medicine, in
vain efforts to cure the disease. With little
hope finally acted on the urgent advice of a
friend, and got a hottle of B. B. B. I experi-
enced a change, and my deapormency was
somewhat dispelled. I kept using It until I
had taken sixteen bottle, and all the ulcers,
rheumatism and all other horrors of blood
poison have disappeared, and at last I am
sou and well again, after till experience of
twenty years of torture."
Robt. Ward, Maxey, Ga., al- rites: -My di...
east WAR pronounced a tertiary form of bl•se
poison. My face, head tool shoulciera were d
TII/UM of corruption, an•I filially the dIsmisa
began eating my skull ir011re. My Isinee•
ached; my kidneys were deranged. I low,
flesh and atrenert IL and life became a hurtlent
All Raid I mind surely die, but nevertheless,
when I had used ten [miller of H. I was
pronounced well. Hundretix of scare een
iow be seen on me. I have now been well
vet twel ye months."
side or chest, use
Tao C lent Implements.
Whether the removal of much of tht
dead bark on orchard trees, etc., or, in
other words, the
scraping of the
bodies of such
trees by forceful
means, is a com-
mendable p ra c •
tice or not, is yet
a matter of dis-
pute. Popular
Gardening would
not go ahout it in
a very rough
fashion. and Bug-
geste the tree
scraper shown in
the cut as a very
good and desire
ble tool for a
moderate ecraie
ing when thus i
SeCills desirable.
Many think that
the dead scales,
mosses, which corer older trees, etc.,
often serve a very good purpose in giv-
ing shade and protection. however this
may be. we know that these scales also
afford hiding places for injurious in-
sects, for their eggs and pupae ['or the
reason orchardists, as a rule, do not oh'
ject to a moderate combing or scraping
of trees, and the scraper here illustrated
appears to be a very desirable tool for
the purpose.
Every spring and fall the question
arises how to cut out and remove with
least labor the
tough, prickly
canes of the
blackberry a n d
'other thorny
bushes. The au-
thority alr eady
quoted suggests
the pruner de-
picted in the sec-
ond cut. This is
an old file trans-
formed by a
blacksmith into a
hook. An iron rod
is welded to it and
a handle fixed on
the other end as
mhown in tile
sketch. Of course- 
the edge of the raceme eon THORNY St-NHRS
hook is kept sharp. With such a firm
anti comfortable hold on the tool one can
work for days without the least fatigue
and, if the hand is gloved. with perfect
comfort. The old worel after it -.lig cut
out of the hills ma) is• left to decay
or taken out and burnee, which is the
plan when spring pruning is practiced.
There will be little of it left next season.
LIVE STOCK NOTES.
American Agriculturist Makes Timely tios4
Valuable Suggeet ions.
Frosted hits are crud instruinehleof
torture if thrust into the hurseee mouth.
Various forms of bitsare now made with
coverings of rubber or lenther, which,
being coniparati we non-conductors, d,)
not freeze to the tongue at the first touch
like iron. In the absence of these. always
take the frost out of the bits before they
go into the horse's mouth. Honsee need
special care in the early winter months
When pulled up after rapid driving or
heavy hauling, they should never stand
Ill the wind and cold without being
blanketed. Never leave a horse in its
stall for the night with the wet and
mud still adhering to its feet and lege.
Clean out the stall thoroughly every
' morning, and if the horse stands in it
through the day. clean it out again at
night before betiding down.
S.nne dairymen make winter butter-
making highly profitable. To do this there
must ben good supply of milk. Intelligent
care in feeding is needed to prevent the
cows from falling off. Carding daily
should be added to liberal feed. Sheep
unless sheltered from storms of rain and
snow will not pay. Properly managed,
spring lambs will pay. They will pay
for good keep, but not for that halfway
neglect which is not keep at all.
If a litter of pigs come on a cold day,
bad management or ordinary manage-
ment may lose the whole, while good
management may, and usually does,
save them aff This is the difference
between "good ad bad luck" in farm-
ing.
Honey ` fields.
At the late Union Bee Keepers' con-
vention the question was asked: "'What
is the difference in the yields between
comb and extracted honey, when the
apiarist letrnishee foundation for comb
honey arid dry combs for extracted
honey?"
Following are in brief some of the re-
plies: The secretary-Double the amount;
Mr. Wallace-A trifle more; Mr. Thorn-
ton-20 per cent. more; Mr. Williams-
No more; Mr. Dunbar-50 per cent.
more, and Messrs. Smith anti Black-A
trifle more.
A 04.XID TREE SCRAPER.
Which Is the Favorite Rose
The query, "Which is the favorite
rose?" is a difficult one to ansvrer in a
general way. Each locality appears to
have a favorite of its own. While there
is considerahle diversity in popular fa-
sec, Mr. W. II. Taplin, of Pennsylvania.
thinks that the preference for large roses
is quite general, and therefore Anieriean
Beauty a ill undoubtedly receive its full
share of attention during the cetuing
winter. And yet, some of the largest
flower markets. as, for instance, in New
Vork and Philadelphia. Madame Cusin
and 31adante de Watteville, both pretty,
though neither notably large or of eire-
cially fine form, are extremely populer
and consequently in large demand.
Influence of Walnut Trees.
A recent communication to Rural New
Yorker is to the effect that waltiut trees
have an injurious effect on fruit tires
erowing near them. The correspondent
writes that the planting of apple trees
near a walnut tree, in his own experience.,
resulted in the death of twelve totes, not
me surviving within seventy-five feet of
the walnut tree, while the rest of the or-
:hard is in a thriving condition.
•
F. F. Wills, a prominent book deal-
er, of Memphie. Tenn., says: "I
tried ` Owen's Pink Mixture' to cure
my child of Nu untlwr ewe plitint when
all other remedies had failed. It
made a cure." For sale by all drug-gists.
-me-- -
Union Chapel N (nee.
UNION CHAPEL, KY. Jan. 20.-Rev.
M. C. Lamb will fill him appointment
at Union Chapel the 4th Sunday in
this nionth.
Mrs. N. Littlefield spent last week
with her daughter, Mrs. James S.
Yancey, near here.
Miss Sallie and Attie Harris re-
turned home from a visit to friends
and relatives in your city.
Miss Annie Hoard is quite sick,
but I hope she will mein recover.
Mr. Frank Vineon gave a datice at
his residence on the 17th. The ladies
present were Misses Liunie Grave,
Sallie Sheri l, Dottie Sheri', Emma
Sheri!, Dasie Vinson, Sallie Jenkens
and Annie Hoard; the young gentle-
men present were Messrs. Itent,
Buckley,elsee Barrow, A. Buckley,
Walter Courtney, James Cannon,
Thomas Yancey, David Littlefield,
Walter Yancey, W. C. Went, Albert
Grace. L. Hoard, It. Jinkens, Luther
Dowel, It. 1). Toler, Mr., and Mrs.
S. I.. Hoard.
I was very sorry to hear of the
death of Mr. W. C. Davis. Ile was
a member of the Concord Bapt let
church, and was a most excellent
man. He leaves a host of Dieu& to
niourn their irreparable lose.
Mr. J. T. Toler, of south Christian,
spent Sunday with his father, Mr.
Robert Toler.
Mr. It. It. Buckley will take charge
of Mr. Weelie W. Rolston'e farm
next year. Ni P
-- 
-see
One Eact
Is worth a column of rhetorie, meld an
American statesman. It is a fact, ee-
tablished by the teetimony of thou-
sands of people, that Hood's Sarsa-
parilla does cure ricrofula, salt rheum
and other diseases or affections attiri-
ng from impure state or low condi-
tion of the blood. it also overeomee
that tired feeling, createm a good ap-
petite, and gives strength to every
part of the system. Try IL
Ynf $23 Ulu
SEND ORDERS TO
Kraver Harris5
- }<1-• N Cli '
i f..• ("IA110 itIV ik1-3 A* kept . lia 5 Ir.,. C/IIIIIIty amokE. W . W orgiDellii 'a Peeriens; Mil dt %Viso:lead's SilkV el , et ; Itoberision 4 'uutity Corn Whisky; A fidersemcount i Whisky; White corn Whisky; Men Graths tar )14aah Cumin County Whisky and TennesseeWhist:tea..
--Eight different kinds of Winee.-
, ....• ,x Sps-cla4tteis.4 ye -Irmi '. \ BRANDIES,
"PF:ACII and HONEY,"
"ROCK and RYE,"Sir li I S K Y i ;-'1- 
and GIN$2.0 j,; Pr i c es From $1.50 to
. $4 Pcr ,Cation.
•
et; With Jugsjil
7 Free.
4 
ilk, N. B.-Endorse Postal, Moey Order or Cash
with your order.-
. Tobin ac Co,
MERCHANT TAILORS,
OPERA BUILDING
:1 opkinsville, s. Kentucky.
Speeia: attention given to orders from a distance.
-1r. N. To`oll. of the firm of '4. Tobin ik Co., hal/Jena returned from the & am where hesaep a full met eompiste line of Cne woolen. for fall and winter Parties tiemilagt! • i•t • • bid do well to call arid tee their stock velars panrhaa ng eisewhers
•••••111111•Wrewee.4..
se se- e•-•
AND TI'4 VITAL FORCE
THE PRCIIIIIC Gil (4'1 oPHY‘. 4 DEGEN TWA.
13p 1.-/M1V171.1r I:117 MC01\T'll, M. 1:0.
ACED. and OLD NtaN %he i• to:Ref-mg from Weakness,
This is a New and Masterly Me
-die-al Treatise,sod inclis=ie to every YOUNC, MIDDLE'.Languor, Lees of Memory. Baxhfulnem,lepreseton et Spirits, Liver CUM puunt, Ilisieseee of the Kidney., and •ll diseases dependent upoaAcculent, E.:cures, Vioe, Igniiranee, Nervous Debility, Vital Kahanstion, anti
-TflURRORS oFYOUTHAND MANHOOD.
eseeti el leather, fu:' ret. Pclee, only one dollir, y sealed in plain wrapper, postpaid,r•F:r.skNYIAL, Audrey* Hoar. H. D., ,No. 3M C.inmbue Avenue, or I'. BolMao& Prelato•y Lecture with DIVIDITOtili testimonial, from high source., fres to all.• ELECTEO-MEDICO PHYSIOLOGY ever published, sod is absolsteiy eon/pietasal ptirfect- It aftl.,:tod, as reach,, the very route and vitals of disems.
IVIIILHOMETREATM'ENT1 
-,DOSITIVE•Yoe all Lima.s Mn,, tNe distincuished anther,:Rity M. , tto ba. DISCOVERED
•t• trtP, 1. , rat bia Electra-
THE ELIV,I. L:FE AND THE 7501 gs.sancE OF MANHOOD. 111av kA. commies in
I CURER
tlft 'RD A 1/0iCro IT SAID, "COME
.,.
; ;-- -.. i• '
_ ,-
AND $EE.' "
ZAN
HERNDON & MAJOR
Sueveseors to Herndon, Helium & Co.)
I I
I I
Crinof
Tan.n.
SALESMEN,
Solicits the patronage of idanters and der:It-re everywhere. Liberal ea ohadvances made on tobacco in store, or Bills of Lading in transit. All ((lb De-co insured while in store unit SS written instructions not- to insure. M arkall inhere() to GRANGE WAREHOUSE.
Southern Enterprise
 m_mir
Metcalfe filnincing Commlly
C!
c)1-)111.1414'.‘7"1 11 
 
 
ManufacturerstA 
Izines, Saw Mills, Tobacco
'Prizes and Exclusive Man-
ufacturers of -the Celebra-
ted Perfection 'Water Ele-
vator and Purifying Pump.Our
•PE1:FECTION" •
is Ill/ heavy and strong,
a:i ga;vataizot thAt comos
ii 0,ntact with w :ter. The
cups are made of flanged
steel and then g ilvanized
i I if, , • l'YIt:Ct', la)
- ei•
hav.,liot tilt. space to givefail des:.%iptioil, Set' sr
circulars and pi ives, hIue
pump is gitarant..1 to pur-
ify the foule,t wiaer is,,•!!,
or cisterns and wart-Ante,'
for rive year,
We "all special attention to our
IMPROVED sAW ItI1
ipii-ed • :,,ter in price or workmanship. Address
Alt te.:11. Mantilactuv ing Co. Ky
dINK•r/.11,/•1111•-•‘2,••••••• ./..
South :-: Kontucky :-: College
HOPK!it'SVILLE. KEi4TUCK Y.
ca tot I ic -A- 1173.1c20t12 1 72iE 1: SI •
jPiling Term Begios Ttmsday, January 21 1889.
First-class advantages offered in English, Science. An-
.ient Languages, French, German, Music, Art, Telegraphs-,
-diort -hand, Book-keeping, Type-wi iting and Normal(7ourse.
Ent re (xpenses of young ladies boarding at the college-irregular college classl-s-need not exceed $90 per term oflive months; for young men boarding with Prof. Kuyken-dall more than se7f,o to $72.50 The business course- -in-cluding Book-keeping, Telegraphy, Short-hand and Type-
writing, is under the direction of excellent teachers and theino-t reasonable terms will .be extended-much less than atregular Commercial Colleges.
.1:1 practical eilncational wants can be met at SouthKentucky College For Catalogues, Circular am' nformk-t ion, Address.
JAMES E. SCOBEY. President.Ill' .1. KUYN E N DILL. Vice-President.
HALL & CO,,
IfF'.ALERS IN---
Granite and Marble
M ONUMENT S.
Virgenie Street, Between 5th and 9th, liopkineville, Ky.We will dupitente tiny ni"nuinetinti work put up In Christian cousty by any foreigndealer and discouut their price front 10 to 25 Per cent
